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SOLIDARITY 
WITH SARAWAK

CONTACT London Rainforest Action 
Group, 9 Cazenove Road. London N16.

strea m ers that the

CONTACT Greenham Common Romens
Peace Camp, Blue Gate, Bury s Bank 
Road, Berkshire

CONTACT Stop the War Machine, 155 
Adnitt Road, Northampton NN1 4NH 
to support those arrested.

fair six bridges on the A3 
were painted with slogans 

"Arm The People, Not The 
and "Really Smart Bombs 
Dealers Not Children".

a hundred

On 16th JULY, Vic Williams 
sentenced to fourteen months 
deserting rather than fighting
Gulf War and two counts or 
prejudicial to good, order and milita

r

activists were the first 
to be arrested in jx?otests

During the G7 Summit, five
Japan ’ From 

hilst others

GREENHAM
HUNDREDS OF WOMEN gathered to 
celebrate Greenham Common peace 
camps tenth year this September. A 
weekend of actions followed, including 
mass walk-ons and a bonfire party on 
top of the now-empty Cruise siloes.

causeway was the only way onto 
Whale Island, besuited arms dealers 
had to abandon their cars and walk 
through blockaders singing "We 
witness to your war(|cnmes, we 
remember your names".
Things got excifi
N ational F rent
McGwyn tried getting
without getting c
Blockaders stood 4
was quickly nicked.
The cops were slower nicking block- 
aders - they only had three Transits 
to haul everyone away in and those 
they’d dragged onto the pavement 
earlier rapidly returned to the road. It 
took them over three hours to clear it 
- only to find that there was no room ’ 
to hold the 117 arrestees.
The delay humiliated Defence Secret
ary Tom King. He had to use a heli
copter to get onto Whale Island - 
which meant he looked like shit in 
front of the overseas arms buyers.

THE ROYAL NAVY Equipment Exhibit
ion on Whale Island was the third 
arms fair targetted by ARROW (Active 
Resistance to the Roots Of War).
A womens peace camp was set up on 
the shore side of the causeway Leading 
to Whale Island and the night before 
the arms

' and A33
including
Tyrantsr'
Kill Arms
At dawn, 2nd September, a hundred 
giaceniks and anarchists marched to 

auseway Road carrying coffins 
representing wars currently going on. 
One dickhead attempted to plonk his 
in front of a fire engine and was duly 
nicked, but the rest settled down 
nicely beliind a wall of coffins 
fronting the causeway.
It was third time unlucky for ARROW 
activists. Unlike at Birmingham ard 
Fairford arms fairs (see GA28), 
Hampshire Constabulary' nicked as 
many activists as possilile. As the

RAINFOREST
ACTION NOW!

*

B&Q SAY they’ll stop stocking rain- 
forest tun ber . by 1995. The Iondon 
Rainforest Action Group say tint if 
they can stop then, they can. stop 
now. Persuade them by stickering over 
the bar codes of tropical hardwoods on 
display. One person can easily do a 
whole superstore and the timber 
usually has to be skipped as a remit-,.

was
for 

in the 
conduct 

teary 
discipline for explaining why to a CND 
rally and Everyman (see GA27). ,

LETTERS OF SUPPORT to Vic 
Williams, HMP Chelmsford, 200 Spring
field Road, Essex CN2 6LQ.

EARTH FIRST!
in UK i .
against rainforest destruction on 3rd 
June. During the G7 Summit, five 
scaled trees opposite the Japanese 
Embassy with a Ban Japan
Rainforest banner w._ 
chained themselves outside.
Also involved were London Rainforest 
Action Group, the Siiigajx>rean & 
Malaysian British Association, David 
Bellamy and Bruno Manser, a Swiss 
activist who lived with the Penan for 
five years and protested against 
Summit inertia by chaining himself to 
the top of a lamp post opposite the 
conference venue.
Four months later, eight EE! activists 
protested against the trial of JI Penan 
blockaders on . 7th October by locking 
themselves inside the Malaysian 
Tourist Board in London anti dumping 
sawdust. They were all arrested buc 
released without charge, despite £75 
of damage being done to a computer 
when ex-tree got in its disc drives.

RING the Malaysian Tourist Board frde 
on 0800-444848 to let them kixjw voiflr 
views on the destruction ot Sara wale. R

McDonalds planted
JUDGE PICKLES call to Legalise dope
may have already been taken to heart 
by West Midlands drugs squad. DC 
Crump refused to prosecute a Stour- 
bridge M cDonalds when .&ve [X> t | nants 
were found growing in its window 
boxes. He sain they d been planted . 
fSource: Guardian]

UPPER HEYF0RD
STEPHEN HANCOCK returned to USAF 
Upper Heyford on 23rd October 
eighteen months after he and Mike 
Hutchinson did £300,000+ damage to a 
nuclear bo m ber there in Britairi s first 
Ploughshares disarmament action (see 
GA24).
He and a dozen supporters had walked 
for four days from High Wycombe and 
w ere joined bv a hundred others fro m 
the Nonviolent Direct Action Network 
(NVDAN) at Upper Heyford Peace 
Camp to protest against the building 
of new nuke bunkers at the base.
A four hour blockade ensued with all 
five gates into the bases Admin Area 
closed after an hour. W o m en covered 
Gate 6, with
squaddies had to cut down before the 
cops could get out and arrest six of 
them. One then chained herself to 
Gate 7. Towards the end of the 
blockade at 4pm, six others were 
nicked, including two men for pruning 
Gate i2/13.
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Got hassles? Want help? Can't wait 
■ pomes out in three monthstime? All is not lost!

Contact us anyway. Give us hassle 
details, what you need doing, and 
where we can get back to you! We'll 
put out an Urgent Action Ri ill ptin im m ediately.
If you want to get Urgent Actior 
Bulletins, let us know.
NEXi GA: Articles on sex under 600 
words gratefully recLeved for GA29! 
Send em us now!
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resources and
peri phery'. The state controls the 
distribution of these _ resources and 
benefits through taxation. People are 
anonymous, . powerless and alienated 
by m ass society. W e are forced to 
treat each other as categories, with 
one community set against another. 
Nationalism is encouraged by the State 
to hind their populations to them as 
a protector' against other peoples, 
and i mperiali.st. trade and war to sieze 
their resources.
M ost w orkers are peasants, forced _ to 
starve in the Third World growing 
export crops on their land by 
international trade, aid , and debt 
that profits only Westem , multi
nationals, governments and bankers. By 
taxing such trade, the State can 
afford ‘'protection rackets that mean 
the West eats at the peasants expense.

CA 92634,
SAM, 152
BUD, Box
Portsmouth,
WARWICK 
Animal Rights Society, __
Students Union, Coventry.
I HOUSTON, 11 Alexandra 
Finsbury Park, London N4.
AUTONOMY, P0 Box 29, 1 
LA 2 9RR.
MALTA GREEN ANARCHISTS c/o 
James DeBono, Lourdes Bld, Block S, 
Flat 3, Enrico Mizzi Stn, Ta’Xbiex 
Malta.
PRISCILLA SCERRI, 4th September, 
Kent Street, Fgura, Malta.
WARFARE c/o Box 1. Gaia, 22 High 
Street, Leamington CV31 1LW.
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peripheries.
established in 

and

The State is so keen to 'protect'* us 
that it organises every aspect of our 
lives, making sure we can't live 
without bureaucratic interference. 
Dependency on the State gets proles 
used as cannon fodder in imperialist 
wars and factory fodder making 
techno-crap to dump on Third World 
markets and keep the unequal cycle of 
international trade turning. In 
exchange for dodgy loans and arms in 
the name of egegr^s and developr- 
m ent', Third W oMf fwpets assist and 
keep the peasants reeding W estem 
industry, r
HOW WE'RE GOING TO GET IT
STRATEGY. This civilisation is 
crumbling from the edges. Russia and, 
A merir-a are broke and can't afford so 
many arms for Third World puppets 
who will therefore lose control of 
their land. The revolution is starting 
in the Third World where peasants are 
fighting to feed themselves rather 
than exporting crops to the W esterr 
World.
As Western governments lose Third 
World markets, raw materials and 
therefore tax income, they won't be 
able to afford enough arms and troops 
to control their own
There 11 be no-go areas estannst
Britain. Without work refining 
distributing Third World imports and 
diminishing State protection , there 
will be growing disorder in the cities. 
When the cities can no longer provide 
jobs and food gets_ increasingly
So
no-go areas where they 
themselves and run their 
without State interference.
TACTICS. We must learn
without the State and

z

DISCLAIMER: This m agazine is
produced for entertainment' purposes 
only. No material in it is intended to. 
incite any action liable to lead to- 
criminal ar civil charges. Hell, can'ti 
you take a joke?
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print an apology in this 
ha4 no intention of 
resigned.
Richard's
economic
contributions to GA
widely plaigarised.
reductionist whose 
stopped developing with the reduction
ists and naturalists of the late-19 50s, 
many of his other contributions to GA 
have been less appreciated and were 
usually imposed on the rest of the 
Collective as a result of his stubborn, 
domineering personality and exclusive 
control of the zines bank account and 
records.
Hunt now denounces anarchists as 
just looking for an excuse to throw 

bricks through windows and plans a 
new zine pishing kinship loyalty ^and 
peck order'. We disassociate GA from 
that one in advance!
With Hunt's departure, GA is.free to 
promote a more pro-situ. pnmirivist 
perspective, to argue for the autonomy 
ofcom m unities of interest as opposed 
to just those defined by accident of 
geography, to c.n ticise patxiarclial 
structures in present and past 
societies, and to beco me a m ore 
unrestrained advocate of direct action. 
Your contribution is vital as GA grows 
and develops, so get your feet on the 
street and, your pens, to paper and 
together we IL stnadi civilisation yet.
G.A. COLLECTIVE

article in G A 3. 
the exact 
copies to

an bSAE.

OXFORD GREEN ANARCHISTS, Box 
ZZ, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford.
JON EWING, P0 Box 7385, Fullerton, 

------ . USA.
Harold Road, London E13.
A c/o 167 Fawcett Road, 
Hampshire.

ANIMAL

to

share such
practical knowledge. We must aim to live free of •- -- i
banks and multination
change is not enough. We must unite 
as a culture of resistance. We must 
build an alternative green and black 
economy through tax evasion and 
buying un taxed goods, allotments, 
guerrilla farming and squatting, and 
alternative m edicine, energy and 
education to sustain all our needs. We 
must defend ourselves and the Earth, 
targetting military bases and labs, 
developers and industry, exploitation 
and intolerance. We must support 
peasant revolutions in the Third World 
the best
own here!

S WOOD, I5lb London Road
Camberiey, Surrey GU15 3JY.

WHAT WE WANT "
We want anarchy. A society of small 
com munities where people care for 
each other and where everyone 
controls their own Eves. If people 
don t govern themseLves, the State 
will govern them instead and put its t 
own interests before the communities.
Anarchy must be green. We must 
decentralise and deindustrialise to save 
the planet. Communities must be self- 
sufficient to be self-governing. Society 
cannot be free when dependant on the 
State. So we 11 have a sustainable land 
economy and that 
the Earth.
Humanity Lived the 
almost all its
communities were 
affluent societies" ___ t ,
share and all treated as equals. They 
were small enough for decisions to be' 
made face-to-face by all, with people 
of respect and influence but no ruLeis. 
WHY WE HAVEN'T GOT IT
As communities grew larger, the first 
division of labour occured. Society was 
divided between rulers that exercised 
formal power and workers that kept 
them Ted. The rulers become 
hereditary kings, passing power from 
father to son ana demanding obedience 
to divine law. The rulers, by this law, 
took the crops from the peasants, 
creating wealth and poverty. Everyone 
had to work harder to feed the ruling 
r.l asy; parasites. S pecialisa tion beca m e 
necessary to efficiently meet . the 
needs of urbanised mass society, 
tv ■>g everyone into a situation of 
d idence on the exoloitatiDn of the 

of the

NAILING A LIE< • •
Signing tn self a "London Greenpeace 
Sim Paul Gravett claims in the
199 Anarchist Yearbook that Dunng 
the 84-85 strike it [GA] refused to 
support the miners because they were 
part of the industrial system it 
deplored'.

■ Bullshit! Our lead
Police V. Miners, said 
opposite - we will supply 
anyone sending _ us an S!
GA awaits a written apology from 
'comrade Gravett for writing this 
disinform ation arid fro m the editors of 
the Yearbook for printing it without

A • •• • •, • • 4
, • * • • • ’ 
•i • •• .A >

RTCHARD RESIGNS
Green Anarchist’s sole editor during 
1986-88, Richard Hunt, lias walked out 
of the G A Collective as a result of a 
dispute centring on his article 
'Thoughts On The Gulf War [xiblished 
in our last issue.
His article argued that people should 
support our boys' and cover up for 

rapists. When the rest of the collect
ive pointed out this was inconsistent 
both with anarchism and his own 
previous position, Hunt demanded we 

" ‘ issue. As we
doing so, he

• • • 
• • •
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PARTIES OVER BAKER’S

THE SCOTTISH

the 
proxyTHE ECO-YUPPIES of Green 2000 

were well desperate to keep Green 
Anarchists out of their Wolverhampton 
Conference this September.
Exclusion attempts included_ threats of 
physical violence, circulating covert 
photoes of us to Conference Commit
tee, and ’losing membership records.
The reasoning behind these elaborate 
precautions was that the Green Party 
was at its crossroads. Green ZUW s 
motion at Wolverhampton was intended 
to turn the Party an straight power 

’ to grubbing machine, totally 
out on the radical decentralist 

p.s of Green pioneers 
e Edward Goldsmith.

eco-bores accumilated enough 
votes from green consumer

types to steamroller through their 
motion regardless of reason.
Confined to the steps of the confer
ence venue by Carousel security goons, 
we GA’s didn't get much chance to 
participate in the debate. We had t^o 
limit ourselves jto ruining Porritt s 
photo-opportunities and informing him 
he was a wanker every time he tried 
to give a recorded interview outside 
(hi Sky!). The guy looked Ske he was 
aue a lynching, cut then his, faction 
was out-gunned ton to one inside.
Cruddy diversionary tactics did Green 
2000 no good. As the debate reached 
a crescendo of undemocratic tedium, 
Lancaster Kcv and green veteran im 
Tidy matereaused i by the podium and 
unfurled a Grebn 2000 Sell Out. 
Planet N ot
Corrupts'
delegates.

Parliament. All Power 
banner before cheering I

CONFERENCE

physical violence, circulating covert 
photoes of us to Conference Commit
tee, and 'losing membership records. 
The reasoning behind these elaborate 
precautions was that the Green P^ty 
was at its crossroads. Green ZOto s 
motion at Wolverhampton was infended <
and vote
selling L
founaing prin
of the 19/0 s
Careerists like Old Etonian Jonathan 
Porritt and Sara 'The Mouth Parkin 
tightened their dead grip on the Party 
since the Greens peaked in the 1989 
Euro-elections. Using- gross personal 
wealth to fund a slick ad campaign,

JOHN ROGERSON REPORTS: The Scot
tish Greens are in the same shambolic 
state as the English.
The land tax session was most reveal
ing. A land tax was proposed as a 
source of local government revenue 
and as a tool to redistribute land. 
When I asked how they would stop 
iieople with money getting the best 
Lana, a progressive tax was proposed 
coupled with a ceiling on how much 
lana could be owned by one person. 
How this would apply to business was 
not made cle<_ toe talk of common 
ground which aid not be sold 
sounded fine out was followed by 
acceptance of foreign ownership and 
absentee landlordism! Nationalization

Land. Compulsory purchase [lowers for 
local authorities were agreed, making 
district councils vpry powerfuL
There was much ' mealy-mouthed talk 
of Scottish sovereignty and a new deal 
in a regional Europe./When I suggested 
autonomous self-suffieent com mTnn'ties 
I was abused by a Frank Zappa look
alike. A brief exchange ended with me 
calling him a fascist.
r won't renew rtiy membership. It's 
the same old routine, electors and 
elected, 3 tier buteaucracy and money 
making the whole system "work. Demo
cracy is impossible on any scalp 
except a community leveL To use the 
football analogy, ..the Greens talk a 
good game but once on the pitch it's 
the same old percentage politics.was a dirty word and there was no 

talk of co m m unity control over local

PRO-SHIT STUNT
a ' pro-shit stunt

TORY MP TONY BALDRY and
family staged * '— J
front' of TV

local Ilealth. Authority with JxicteriLa 
m it ted LeveL The turd level was said 

__ BakWs 
Dorters that 

healthy 
was not

his 
in 

news cameras by 
swimming at a North Yorkshire beacn 
that had . had the pollution whistle 
blown on it two weeks previously in a 
Which? magazine report. The bungling 
Baldry got more than a suntan to 
ftrown off. Declaring the article
alarmist , Baldry ended up with egg 

on his face - or was it shit?
The beach has now been, closed by the 
local Health Authority with bacteria 
levels 200 times above the EC per-

1 1 to ’ -

to be stinkinglv high too. 
secretary assured news repo 
the MP’s family were 
afterwards, although Baldry 
available tor comment himself. Ha ha 
ha ha ha. Will they never learn?
The natural organic cycle of ferment
ing or composting this years siiit to 
grow next years crops could produce 
vast amounts of methane gas energy 
at no cost to the organic nutrient 
level of the resultant fertilizer. The 
amount of shit an average family 
dumps could produce enough biogas 

r-a garden fermenter (costing £2001 for them to be selfifficient in 
cooking and lighting energy. The 
fermented sludge ends up as a safe 
r--u easy to m anage high grade 
fertiliser - completing the organic 
cycle, and cutting out the profits of 
chemical and energy companies. Mr 
d alary doesn t us to learn pi th er.

DRYDEN AVARD

NOMINATIONS are now open for the 
1992 Albert Dryden Award For Out
standing Comm unity Service.
Albert, himself won this year after 
defending a sum mer house he built 
with his own hands from Durham 
Council bureaucrats this June. - When 
the County Surveyor turned up to 
demolish the building, Albert put a 
bullet between his eyes on national 
TV, then shot a copper up the arse 
and hit some media hack too.

•Jack the Welder came in a close 
second. Menaced by a bailiff shouting 
threate through the letter box, ^Tie 
let him have it with a welding torch. 
The defaced bailiff topped backward^, 
limbs flailing and suit ablaze. He's 
now in intensive care with 50£ burns!

ANOTHER GREEN CON
CATALYTIC CONVERTERS cause lung 
cancer and platinum pollution that 
may wreck the food chain and local 
ecosystems, according to the Bonn 
Research and Technology Ministry.

BULLSHIT
On OCTOBER 15th, Home Sec.rere-ry 
Kenneth Baker shot his mouth off to 
the media about squatting. His keDt 
press hyped this up to sound like the 
end of all squatting is nigh.
GA says: Don't believe the hype! V
The story started rolling last year 
when arse-licking Simon Burns, Tory 

for Chelmsford, asked Thatchula 
what she was going to do about 
squatting private homes (see GA25) - 
illegal since 1977 anyway.
In a post-Party Conference brainstorm, 
Bums and twenty other Tory back
benchers got together a crappy little 
conailtation paper saying second homes 
and maybe some shops could alo be 
protected by the 1977 Act. It hardly 
mentions property owned by Councils, 
landlords or institutions where most 
squatting goes on anyway. At worst, 
an extra lew lines could be slipi>h 
into the Criminal Justice Bill, but tiiat 
won t be law until after March 1992.

wiH
and
RoynarLersiey oozea as much supper 

a squat ban as Baker. We must 
this tiiin edge of the Tory ■, 
before it does us damage.
Far from being "the seizure of 
another s property without consent" as 
Baker claims, squatting is the 
liberation of land stolen fro m our 
medieval ancestors by the nroto- 
capitalist Acts of Enclosure. ‘ Rent 
made people landless then, keeps us 
Landless now, and keeps this shitty 
system ticking over. It s out of order 
for the rich to have two or more 
homes when the poor have none. The 
Peasants Revolt of 1381 first made 
squatting legal and it’s been leral 
ever since because English law 
recognises that people come before 
property in terms of the right to 
shelter.

Public
squatting, but 
ever park up tj 
law is

Anyone with two brain cells to rub 
together knows that scuatting is not a 
problem. It is a self- solution to 
the homelessness the cries have
created. The media thought tlfe 1986

Order Act would stop land
m ore travellers than

park up together now because the 
s unworkable.

If the Tories ban squatting, they'll be 
up against a new Peasants Revolt 
that II m ake the one over poll tax 
look like a chimp s tea party. If they 
think squatting is a threat to law and 
order now, wait until the cops try 
storming organised Germ an-style m ass 
squats./Tories won t be whining about 
the £400 it costs to evict squatters 
when they re paying the same per 
squatter per week housing them in 
already overcrowded jails.
If you can get nicked for squatting 
anywhere, why not the homes of Bums 
and his cronies, the Houses of 
Parliament ar Buckingham Palace? GA 
will be happy to publish a full list of 
likely addresses come the rime....!
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KEADOWELL MESSAGE: " Dale & Colin, we won't let them get away withit.

to rumours
Lin J • hard 

at More ton 
Free. Festival, bowling folk over with 
their vehicle in the process- 0 n. 
leaving site, cops gave chase and the 
car involved crashed and burned. G A 
would appreciate it if readers could 
let us know whether the rumours are 
true or not.
[Source: M onolith] „

DONATIONS towards Legal expenses 
urgently needed at Stonehenge Union 
Appeal c/o Fairshares Co-op, 56 
Crampton Street, London SE17 3AE.

KRISTOFF GLINKA, organ
Stonehenge Defendants Campaign that 
privetly prosecuted Chief Constable 
Walter Girven last year for the 1985 
Battle of the Beanfield (see GA27) 
has placed an affidavit alleging pol 
perjury before Horseferry Hagistra 
Court.
D-TT-inp the trial., geriatric judge Sir 
Gervase Sheldon suppressed charges of 
malicious prosecution and false 
imprisonment, allowed the police to 
change their plea in mid-trial and 
submit tampered video evidence, and 
awarded only derisory damages against 
the Beanfield Butchers.

i

I

bastard then tried to wade into 
anti-fascist march single-handed 
predictably got stomped. ’
The N aris evened the score as 
march entered Southwark j Park, 
attacking an SWP paperrseller. 
Stewards then realised they d got us 
surrounded - locals on the street 
behind and some three to four hundred 
BNP boneheads and Millwall fans 
drawn up like some ancient array 
ahead. Between them and us was a 
'thin blue line of under a dozen cops. 
A march against the police found it 
needed riot cops to get out of the 
park in one piece. The retreat was 
ignominious with stewards husshng us 
out of the paijc warning "Your lives 
are in danger. FeebLe attempts to 
speak before leaving were drowned out 
by mindless Maoist chanting. The BNP 
then held their own rally, featuring 
rants about 'all Blacks have AIDS” 
and suchlike shit.
Once out of the Park, the cops had to 
charge sixty fascists blocking the road, 
home out of the way and arrested half 
of them. With anti-fascists out of the 
area, the Nazis went on the rampage, 
attacking Black motorists and smashing 
Asian shop windows through the night.
Black Caucus plans for another march 
in October nave not materialised, 
brave attempts by Southwark Solidarity 
Group to repair damage with public 
meetings in the area have attracted 
boring Trots at the expense of local 
people, and the BNP now sell hundreds 
of papers on Saturdays in Bermondsey

1991 FESTIES
RIBBLEHEAD didn't come together due 
to injunctions against every likely site 
in mileSj but just about every other 
festie this year did - and a lot more 
ravers and local people got into them 
than in previous years. Thinks to. the 
Free Information Networks decision 
not to publicise festival sites( months 
in advance and We The People s docu
mentation of the Brew Crew (see 
GA 26), the violence that maned the 
1990 season didn t happen....
U nless you give credence
that outsiders "involved 
drugs" were run. off-site^ at
their
3^'ISvdja S&.a-and'KlnSL GA

let us know whether the rumours are

POLICE P.R,
THE MINISTRY OF LOVE is embarking 
on a major PR offensive. The Chief 
Inspector of Police. Sir John Woodcock, 
based at the Home Office said 
recently "The SS in the Third Reich 
were a sort of police who were 
incredibly efficient, but so far as their 
acceptability among the public was 
concerned, they were pretty awful, 
and I think we've got to Learn this 
lesson ... We've got to do everything 
we can to colour the judgement of the 
people"- Is tills an own goal at the 
first kick of the ball?
(Source: Guardian, 7th August)

GREEN FRAMED
WITH THE FREEING of the Guildford 
4, Birmingham 6 and the Maguires on 
the grounds that statements were 
forged or beaten out of them, Loyal
ists are getting in on the act.
In 1987, Thomas Green was given a 
life sentence for murdering a Catholic, 
John O'NeiL Green says he was with 
his mother at the time of the murder. 
The only evidence against him was a 
confession written by cops at 

Castlereagh interrogation centre. He 
.signed it only after being so badly 
abused that ne had to be taken to 
Dundonald Hospital where doctors said 
he'd been drugged. Despite this, he 
was convicted Dy a Diplock (judge- 
only) court.

cunts". Tabloid heroine Alison v^n 
Dyke was attacked because she d 
knifed another woman earlier; that 
evening and is a known racist - whose 
ex is relieved to have been an NF 
organiser during the early-1980s.
The riot of the season erupted 
Meadow Well estate, Newcastle 
week later. Local lads i 
police radio say Northumbrian pigs 
rode hotters Dale Robson and Nigel 
Stocks to death in a 125-mph car 
chase on 10th September. Their car 
hit a lamp post and -exploded. They 
could only be identifies afterwards by 
a gold chain and set of keys. Fucked 
off3 with Third World conditions on the 
estate, 85% unemployment, and, years 
of harass m ent by Fatty Squad CID,
200 set fires in shops to lure cops 
onto the estate and cut down | power 
lines to trap them there. Knowing the 
rioters were out for blood, the cops 
didn't take the bait and two hours of 
looting and arson followed until power 
was restored. The community is still 
solid and rioting spread to other parts 
of Newcastle the next night. t
There were also riots in Hands worth, 
Chapeltown and elsewhere. People now 
know that when they stick together 
they can take on the ■'■ops ana win.

A

PNR REPORTS: A march on Bermond
sey planned for eighteen months by 
N ational Black Caucus against A F A 
and Searchlight advice led. to a 
dm m a tic reverse for anti-fascists on 
25th August.
Rilled as a m arch against police 
racism, three hundred. gathered off 
Peckham High Street including local 
Black people arrested or attacked for 
nothing by the Met and squatters from 
the H pH-Bank Campaign angered over 
illegal evictions from the Hellhouse 
ana another mass squat by the cops 
earTier in the month.
Bored silly by hours of pointless 
parading around backstreet Southwark, 
m archers ran into thirty piss-heads 
outside the Tropics pub on the corner 
of Rotherhitiie New Street and 
Galley wall Road. After police pushed 
the bottle-throwers back , into the 
pciband stewards ran around grabbing 
everyone’s banner poles, half the 
marchers headed home.
The rest were trailed ,by fascists with- 
hordes more flag-waving half-wits up 
ahead at the junction of Hawkstone 
Road and the hew Road. The Home 
Secretary had reversed his decision 
earlier in the week banning the BNP 
demo and the Nazis exploited Black 
Caucus's failure to pre-leaflet local 
estates by putting out tljeir own crude, 
propaganda claiming ' Black Power, 
militants were coming, to attack. 
Bermondsey'.
The situation wasn't helped by half a 
dozen nutty Maoists torching a Union 
Jack they d bought with them. One old

BRITAIN'S CITIES were hit by rioting
throughout August and September.
In Telford, 60 lads triad torching a
cop shop and then stoned police in
three nights of clashes following the
shooting of Ian Gordon on 12 th
August. Police marksmen murdered him
behind the Duke pub, knowing all he
had to defend himself with was an
unloaded air pdstoL Community worker
Laurens Otter told cops to get out of
the area, warning 'Il the police want
to recreate the nets of 1981, they are 
going the right way about it' .
A fortnight later in Ely, a Bristol
suburb, bread rioting broke out. Up to
500 besieged to Abdul Waheed s comer 
shop for two days, venting months of
rage at his violent treatment of shop
lifters. When cops intervened, they
were stoned from the rooftops.
Also on 2nd September, Thames Valley
Police attempts to take over Blackbird
Leys on the outskirts of Oxford led to
three nights of resistance and 85
arrests. The cops were using displays
by hotters to divide a close-knit anti
cop com m unity between young and olj.
Young people on the estate can t
afford fee-in ties there and ha

__5 to m onths of c
ig up behind them late al, night
those inside calling them Black

THE BATTLE OF BERMONDSEY
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INSTEAD OF RISING UP in arms over 
the recent disclosure of secret 
Forestry Commission land privatisation, 
the Ramblers Association and the 
Forestry Unions Action Group were 
knocked flat on their faeces under the 
weight of title deed documents. As 
usual the Ramblers in their green 
anoraks and yellow wellies recognised 
the authority of Her Majesties 
Government, the centuries of offensive 
legislation that make the Statute 
books what they are today, and sadly 
the farce of political debate. As usual 
too the beneficiaries of trds latest 
lancl redistribution are the Aristocratic 
set - the Queen, the Earl of Ports
mouth, Lord Strathclyde, the Scottish 
govern m ent m inister, e to- M ean w hiLe, 
GAs are still going to the woods ^s 
usual, and it s not for a teddybear, s 
ram lie. Happy tree spiking.

PICNICTEDDYBEARSNO

RAMBLERS IN ACTION: Trespass in the Prime Minister's backvard

LET THEM EAT
BELFAST ALFers have declared war on 
Northern Ireland s hunting set and told 
a local, paper "we intend to use 
Semtex if our current campaign is pot 
taken seriously by the establishment .
The four activists were photographed 
in the Sunday World armed wi±h a 
crossbow and clubs and. said they *3 
retrieved arms and explosives trainidng

from the ALF cell tijat bombed Bristol 
University (see GA21).
Three hunt pubs, a bloodsports shop, a 
fur shop and ten boats moored at 
Bangor, County Down, have been 
torched. .Butchers, leather stores and 
hunt kennels have also been attacked. 
[Source: Guardian]

THE RAIDS OF
THIS AUGUST, the ALF hit Oxford 
University again (see GA27). Their 20 
year old research facility at the Chur
chill Hospital was raided. The uni had 
been irradiating pigs with lasers for 
the Cancer Research Campaign and the 
Central Electricity Generating Board. 
The unit was filmed, trashed and

A POX ON THE
THE WORD IS that there are over 
twenty active ALF cells operating in 
Greater Manchester - and local meat . 
traders are feeling the pinch. Cops 
have Retaliated with Operation Fox - 
and it s clearly getting out of hand.
On 21st August, Fox fanatics 
ambushed Richard Anderson, Denise

AUGUST
papers siezej.
In the same month, the ALF raided 
another NHS hosital, the Royal London 
in Whitechapel, liberating a thousand 
mice and eight beagles. The Royal 
London Hospital is one of twenty in 
London alone] which squander taxpayers 
money on ^vivisection.

FOX!
L
T

Booth, Daryl Cavanagh and Gavin 
Robinson in, a Holm firth slaughter
house. They imust have felt like they'd 
walked in to 1A pocalvpse Now^ as cops 
in camo gear pointed guns at their 
heads and helicopters flew overhead. 
One of the four was hospitalised after 
being savagdd by a police dog.

SABS WIN COMPENSATION
A WEEK-LONG TRIAL in Oxford ended 
on 16th October, local hunt saboteurs 
won £12,000 compensation from 
Thames Valley's Chief Constable.
In November 1989, the sabs went out 
against the Old Berks. Superintendant

BUI Hughes i qpdered some 4b coppers 
to arrest anyone and everyone 
identified as sabs". Police dogs and a 
helicopter flying only five feet fro m 
the ground were involved in the 
arrest.

INTERFAUNA ARE GUILTY
AFTER FIFTEEN MONTHS on baiL the 
Interfauna Defendants were tried at 
Leicester Crown Court on 8th July. 
John Curtin, Jim 0 Donnell and Dan 
Attwood were accused of liberating 82. 
beagle puppies and 26 rabbits fro ra the 
Huntingdon breeders (see GA24) and 
seven others of recieving them.
Five handlers got conditional dis
charges after pleaded guilty at the 
start of the triaL When the, trial 
ended nine days later, James Attwood 
got off on the. same charge because i

Interfauna didn’t want the beaples' 
back, they were Legally 'abandoned .
His brother Dan also admitted to 
burglary at the start of the trial due 
to forensic evidence. He got nine 
months and. John Curtin got eighteen 
after making an impassioned pLea 
against vivisection.
LETTERS OF SUPPORT TO John Curtin 
(JC 0305), HMP Mousehold. Knox Road, 
Norwich and Dan Attwood (JC 0306), 
HMP Sudbury, Derbyshire DEb 5HW.

CONSPIRACY TO FART
IN LATE-JULY, Wolverharapton's Boots 
and cancer research charity shop were 
allegedly firebombed. ARNI (tire 
Animal Rights National Index) nad 
West Midlands Constabulary arrest a

• 'from the
' ' d man for

.: . to Cause

WAR ON THE
(DEVELOPERS
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION'S Insti
tute of Enviro mental Assessment 
reported two-thirds of the 700 major 
UK development projects were below 
EC standards on 18th October. John 
Major treated their call for a 
development freeze as an attack on' 
British sovereignty by Brussels 
bureaucrats.

toothless

it are 
re in

than

Top of the hit list is the £ 1.1 hill ion 
Channel Tunnel rail link (see GA25). A 
week, before the EC report, 'Enviro- 
ment Minister Michael Heseltine 
favoured the Ove Arup plan with the 
rail link going through Stratford rather 
than Tory heartlands of Kent.
£100 m .1 British Rail spent ixiying 
blight&Li nouses has gope down the 
tubes and the project s completion 
date has been pusned back to AD 
2007! The bad news is that Rainham 
Marshes is now threatened and working 
class residents of Barking arid 
Stratford are in line for the same 
"economic development" Docklands 
suffered during tire 1980s. GA notes 
the Ove Arup plan wants to support 
line passing through the Ford Dagen
ham factory on concrete piers...
The East London River Crossing is an 
obscene £300 million London Docklands 
Development Corporation scheme that 
will destroy Oxleas Wood and make 
way . for four times as many cars 
choking the city. A runway extension 
to London Ciiy Airport is also planned 
(see GA25). Desk-jockey Paul Gee has 
now quit Friends of the Earth, but 
Jonathan Porritt thinks all it will take 
to stop the bulldozers is thirteen folks 
with no experience of direct action! 
Earth First U K are calling for a 
proper blockade to save Oxleas Wood 
and not just a photo-opportunity. GA 
agrees - now is the time to dec.1 are
open season on current contractors, 
Mowlem, and all other tendering for 
contract. The airport s BA 146 jets 
won t get off the ground if locals stop 
faffing around with public enquiries, 
revive the spirit of the Blitz and put 
up barrage balloons against yuppy 
aerial invasion.
EF!UK also plan to blockade Twyford 
Down, a sacred site Heseltine plans to 
destroy with a 100'-wide cut-and-fill 
tunnel for the M3. Other objectionable 
developments include a £300 million 
oil/gas plant at KinnelL a £100 million 
Coke factory at Northampton and a 
£800,000 incinerator in South Warwick
shire that will puke deadly dioxins.

CONTACT Earth First! London c/o Box 
1, 56,Crampton Street, London SE17.
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ACT FOR
S A RAWAK

MALAYSIA: On 5th July, eight activ
ists from Earth First!, Robin Wood 
and the Swiss Society For Threatened 
Peoples occupied cranes on three 
barges Loaded with timber looted from 
Sarawak. All then spent the next two 
months in Miri Pnson before being 
deported to Singapore.
In an embarrassing attempt to appease 
corrupt Malaysian Prime Minister 
Mohammad Mahathir. Friends of the 
Earth claim the action would make 
the situation worse . Having shared a 
cell with Penan blockaders., Jake 
Burbridge of EF!UK responds: Things 
cannot get much worse' - the Penan 
and Dayaks face total destruction of 
their forests by 1995 (see GA27).
The Malaysian regime claim indigenous 
resistance is all down to agents 
provocateurs - in fact thousands nave 
joined blockades at Long Ajeng 'and 
Sungai since 1989 and some have 
turned saboteur, drowning thirty bull
dozers earlier this year. M any see 
independance fro m the M alaysian 
goverment, which doles out their land 
to cronies by way of political favours, 
as their only hope of survivaL

DONATIONS TO Earth First! UK, 9 
Cazenove Road, London N16 will l^e 
used to send copies of Ed Abbey s 
sabotage manual, Ecodefense, to the 
people of Sarawak.

DINOSAUR DIES
the belly of some bureaucratic Stalin
ist brontosaurus of a country.
Ordinary people - particularly the 
miners and farmers Yeltsin looked to

THE SOVIET UNION survived only one 
winter without its East European grain 
basket before realising it was dead 
and collapsing.
Without an Eastern empire to exploit, 
Gorbachev was forced to come to 
London with his begging bowl on July 
16 and accept humiliating terms like 
the surrender of 507, ofi its nuclear 
arsenal to the West and the Kurile 
Islands to Japan in order to recieve a 
few pathetic scraps from G7's table.
Without Eastern European bo<j>ty to 
bribe its client states, Moscow s grip 
on them slipped as they looked to the 
old empire s new overlords in the 
West. The coup of 19 August was a 
direct reaction to growing nationalism 
- to Gorbachev's intention to give the 
nationalists free rein before the 
Chamber of Deputies the next week. 
The Black Colonels said the threat of 
the Soviet U nion balkanising - as in 
Yugoslavia - jistifled the coup. What 
they really feared was losing the 
privileges due them at the core of 
COM ECOM. The coup failed two days 
later because upwardly-mobile Musco
vites realised they had more to gain 
from living in a Coca-colony than in

to stop the coup - were less than 
enthusiastic about the USSR’s entry 
into the New World order because 
they knew that People Power would be 
betrayed. As Yeltsin 'streamlines the 
Russian economy with Thatcherite zeal 
and Gorbachev sells his countries 
future to the IMF, the East is being 
primed for Western exploitation. All 
promises of 'freedom', EEC sand NATO / 
membership have meant to Eastern 
Europe is mass unemployment, gallop
ing inflation and rising racism.
The death of Stalinism Won't mean 
consumerist manna raining down from 
heaven - Germany's economy is over
extended and the Mid-West grain belt 
is near exhaustion. Soviet peoples are 
right to reject central planning and 
bureaucratic control - but must do so 
East and West. The only way they can 
secure their futures is through People 
Power, and People Power just won t 
work without local control of the 
natural resources that form the basis
of the ailing international economy.

I

A MESSAGE FROM THE CIA
I

We have been closely watching events 
in Ca i. Over the years, our 
countries have come to develop a 
special relationship characterized by an 
ongoing convergence of interests, 
clockwork predictability, ,and deep 
friendship and trust. It is in light <j>f 
this past that we find your country s 
current climate of instability 
disturbing !
In today's world, national liberation 
movements are an anachronism. Now 
the Soviets have stopped exporting 
subversion, these movements are no 
longer needed to overthrown Russian- 
client regimes. What the New World 
Order requires is stability, consensus, 
and responsible global citizenship, not 
new or loose-cannon states.
Our government prefers a united 
Canada. In the past, our agency has 
engineered numerous coups or made 
life miserable for those who oppose 
our wilL We expect our neighbours to 
the north to avoid Iraqi blunders or 
Yugoslav excesses. In fact, we find it 
unlikely that our agency will be 
reaching into our little. bag of dirty 
tax. We appreciate nationalist passions 
are presently running high, and that 
the seperation of Quebec is a distinct 
possibility. If it occurs, what must be 
avoided is civil war breaking out (a 
Croatian-type fiasco) or any activity 
that impedes- the normal flow or 
commodifies and business as usuaL We 
are confident that such will not be 
the case. In supporting free trade, 
Quebec Leaders have demonstrated the 
kind of maturity that we have become 
accustomed to. The eagerness of 
Quebec politicians and labour bureau
crats to see your country as a source 
of energy and natural resources for 
our empire (James Bay H) reassures us 
that they possess the vision and 
responsihafity that the New World 
Order requires. What we fear are 
people who are unwilling to knuckle 
under to any leaders, politicians and

bureaucrats. ;
So have your fling. W e have dealt 
with nationalist movements in the 
past, and yours w e expect i to be a 
piece of cake. The left-nationalist 
milieu is irrelevant anyway,! as their 
' Octobre Chaud'' flop about the 20th 
anniversary of the October crisis 
demonstrated, but they are; welcome 
to continue their role as a loyal 
opposition. Even if they won more 
support, they would soon come around 
to our way of thinking, as the last (60 
years demonstrates. After all. they re 
not as unlike us as they think!
Yes, go right ahead. We are‘convinced 
that whatever happens, everything is 
going to work out just fine.
[Source: Demolition Derby] 5

JAMES BAY II
QUEBEC: Cree and Inuits blockaded 
James Bay airfield to prevent govern
ment officials making a fraudulent 
environmental impact study this July.
The study would have backed .dam 
development by Hydro-Quebec (HQ) 
that will flood Cree traplines, 
decimate migratory Caribou, and wreck 
local ecology by mercury poisoning. 
The hydroelectric scheme is of no 
benefit to local people - its for 
export to the US and aluminium 
smelters in St Lawrence, described as 
"one of the most enviro m en tally 
disgusting industries in the world .
Despite threats of tanks and 200 HQ 
police, young Cree activists have 
already sabotaged construction sites, 
stopped helicopters flying over hunting 
grounds, and had towers and pylons 
removed from their land, by threaten
ing to bum them down.
[Source: Ecomedia Bulletin]

V
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RAIL LINK HINT
FRANCE: Mme. Cliantel Cotte makes 
works of art with explosives - blowing 
up bits of metaL
TGB (French high speed rail) plan to 
lay a new track tlirough her explosion 
area in woodland she owns.
TGB are giving M me. Cotte the VHP 
treatment in offering unprecidented 
favours to relocate her elsewhere, well 
away from their rail network, rather 
than letting her continue her work so 
near their nits of metal!
(Source: Radio 4, 21 July)

Tf WAV ITf WAV ITf

ANTI-TOXIC ACTION
GREENPEACE blockaded rail shipments 
of chlorine to Dupont, Niachlor and 
Olin in Niagara Palls (Cancer City, 
USA) on 26 th July. Eight activists 
were arrested for trespass, They called 
for a global diase-out of chlorine 
production, as its a chemical building 
block for infamous ecocides like 
dioxins, furans, PCBs, DDT and CFCs.
Two days earlier, four activists were 
arrested in Victoria, Canada, after 
painting radiation signs on the USS 
LeftwicJi, a nuclear warship violating a 
nuclear-free zone. Greenpeace has also 
criticized the Soviets, demanding to 
know how they will safely di.sjiose of 
up to 41 nuclear-powered submarines 
scrapped liy the recently signed 
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty. 
[Source, ""ace Net]

THE CRASH OF THE Bank of Credit 
and Commerce Liternational on 9 July 
may have exposed a missing link in 
the Irangate Scandal that still 
threatens to explode under ex-CIA 
supremo, George Bush
Key player in the scandal, Saudi arms 
dealer Adnan Kashoggi, dejx>sited $17 
million in BCCIs Monte Carlo branch 
hi 1987. The GLA used the money to 
fund arms sales to Iran and to bank
roll guerrillas fighting the Soviet 
occupation of Afghanistan. Time also 
claims Oliver North also routed illegal 
payments to the Contras through 
Kashoggi's BCCI accounts.
BCCI branches on Cromwell, and Edg
ware Roads, London, were used to pay 
500 British CIA contacts and by US- 
backed Panamanian dictator, General
Noriega, to launder drug money.
[Source: Guardian]

U.S. BASES BASHED
THE PHILIPPINES: In August, the US 
failed to renew their leases for Subic 
Bay and Clark Airforce Base as part 
of a post-Cold War shut-down of a 
third of American bases globally.
In July. Mount Pinatubo lent a helping 
hand when it erupted and buried Clark 
Airforce Bases runway in volcanic ash. 
GA hears that personnel fled oncoming 
lava in such a hurry that they left 
their nukes behind!

STORM POLY
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***BUSHFIRE: Greek anarchists riot

ATHENS: On 25 October, riot police 
stormed an Athens poy technic (see 
GA27). 38 were arrested, Thanassis
Halpouris collapsed in court from head 
injuries recieved in the attack and 
another arrestee, Psvlarkas, is also in 
hospital with a leg 'iijury after being

by a CS gas canmster. Action in 
solidarity is being called for by the Anarchist Black Cross. y

INFO: Preston ABC, P0 Box 172, 
i’reston 1.

Tf WAV ITf WAV ITf WAV ITf WAV 1VJ WA
WAR ON DRUGS

WITCHHUNT
USA: PiLLsixirgh Press say the liign,est 
racketeer Ln America are the Drug 
Enforcement Administration. Federal 
siemire laws allowed them to sell $2 
hillion of suspect's property to fund 
further investigations last year. 801; of 
those forfeiting their property were 
never charged. The only crime of 
the vast majority was that they were 
Black, Hispanic or flashily dressed. As 
forfeiture applies only to property, 
Constitutional safeguards don t apply. 
Louisville lawyer Donald Heavrin savs 
the result is 'that ' jury trials can be 
refused: illegal searches condoned; 
rules of evidence ignored. The frenzied 
search for c^sh 'is destroying the 
judicial system .

TOMPKINS SQUARE
NEW YORK: The USA's only solid 
squatscene ended on 3 June when col's 
stormed Tompkins Square Park during 
a rally celebrating its liberation in 
1988 (see GA25)7 Rioting and arrests 
ensued but by the next morning, the 
city authorities had already set about 
boarding off and gutting the park.
The cops illegal occupation of 
Tompkins Square sparked off inter
national protest, including a picket of 
the New York State Department of 
Co m m erce by London squatting groups 
on 14 August.
Those evicted from Tompkins Square 
are now camping at Dinkinsville, 
opposite the home of the Mayor of 
New York, who they blame for the 
police operation.

CONTACT The Shadow, PO Box 20298,
New York, NY 10009, USA.

DJURENS BEFRIELSE FRONT
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SWEDEN: The DBF
Front) of Box 2051, S 
got together in 19'1 
tliree active cells. They 
universities, breeders and 
liljer , animals, hitting 
and • ct-_aying fur farm foxes 
with red’ henna. Their Latest 
-.tla October was glueing
18 Stockholm fur shops.
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CIVJL1SATI0NENS BARGARS

SEND £3 for their benefit* tape Civili- 
sationens Bakgard (Civilisation's Back
yard) to Elderberry Records c/o S 
Makeskog, Polstiarnev 2-4trp, S-554 64
Jonkoping, Sweden.

Tf WAV HTf WAV IT
HOT FROGS

KNOXVILLE, USA: Frank Kornegay of 
the US Department of Energy s Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory has' warned 
Tennessee against a swarm of radio
active frogs hatched from a pond it 
contaminated this spring.
[Source: Peace Net]
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TECHNOCRACY IS TYRANNY
Against Technocracy

Regression of Technology, no Industry
r

ITS THE

AND ITS HEADIN'

YOUR WAY!

centuries 
planet wo
PNR' Bp

politically neutral, to be used for good 
too controls it- ;

in technology cjuicklv col la uses when
y would

Zero-type solution to the world s problems 
realise now dependant they themselves are I 

upon industry and technology. Try for a minute following 
back all the lines and connectionss that enables the 
creation, and even use, of items such as guitars, records, 
pens, wheels, even the staples in this m agafinc.
A society without industry or technology of any kind would 
no longer be a society, tools are human s distinctive feature 
in the animal kingdom. distinction has to be made 
between constructive and destructive' tools. Napalm, tear 
gas, nuclear weapons most modern weapons) ana countless 
others show the use of knowledge and industry by humans to

ITS INDESTRUCTIBLE...

THIS STATEMENT, in the goal of GA, is surely simplistic in 
the extreme as a goal of a movement or individual. It fail^ 
to differentiate between constructive' and destructive 
technology and industry. It smacks of a fear of the unknown 
which results in all technology being seen as undesirable. No 
account is taken of the complex interconnections involved in 
the production of goods. To take the production of even the 
most basic of tools calls for the back-up of countless 
industrial complexes, the background of the object is a 
never-ending system of relationships. People who seem to 
rail for a Year Zero-type solution to the world s 
don’t seem to --------

indebted to 'technology and industry. None of us c?’~ ak'e 
industry, if goals and effect on the pla
without recourse to living in caves. The
is junk, such as packaging, consumer T_

" creation of the consumer society, the < 
individuals the the planets health is due to the 
people in power. Blaming industry and techno' 
problems of the world is ignoring the fact that 
creations of the people, they are not endowed with'a life of

tools. Napalm, tear 
pons) ana countless 

others show the use or knowledge and industry by humans to 
create obscenities. The abuse of knowledge surely cannot be 
used to call for the end of all knowledge. Knowledge and 
industry enables the production of chainsaws, time and 
energy saving tools, the use people put them to in the 
rainforests does not make them or the knowledge or industry 
to blame, people are to blame.
Constructive technology is that which improves, in real 
terms, peoples lives. The use of technology to replace hip 
joints in old people, which enables the observation of unborn 
ba hi as helps people to Eve more fully or just to live. There 
are extremes some would say, perhaps I am guilty of 
appealing on an emotional level, but they are also extremes 
of technology. Hi-tech medical machinery shows what good 
people are capable of through the correctly motivated 
development knowledge and the support of technology and 
industry.

*

Our everyday lives are constantly linked and I wo< sav 
indebted to 'technology and industry. None of us c?’’~ ak'e 
ourselves everything" we need and use. The running of 

net can be tackled 
le production of what 
shit and fancies is a 

the disregard for 
eed of the 
;y for the 
ey are the

Lh

pro
I

their own.
For everyone to survive young and old, well and unwell in a 
decent manner industry and technology of some description 
is needed, to call for a blanket destruction is dangerous and 
selfish. But it shows perhaps most of all a lack of 
understanding of the positive benefits used and available due 
to technology and industry. The responsible use of 
technology is called for not its regression which few of us 
could imagine and still fewer would enjoy. The use of a 
scapegoat obscures the real problem and is dangerous 
because it allows it to escape. It is not technology and 
industry that is fucking the world, it is people who are 
fucking the world.
FLETT.

A PREVAILING MYTH in the British anarchist movement is 
that technology is politically neutral, to be used for good or 
bad depending on w
This naive faith in technology quickly rnlla 
believers are asked what specific technologies 1 
find appropriate.
Nukes and other military/industrial hand ware are usually 
first for the chop, but the faithful start getting into 
difficulties when it comes to more ambiguous artifacts of 
this techno-terminal civilisation. Are computers a tool of 
liberation or domination? Does television encourage commun
ication or destroy it? Can the Earth bear the weight of 
several billion more cars or fridges? Are agro-chemicals 
feeding the world or starving it? ’Does modern medicene kill 
or cure?
One can go through the case against each of the techno
logies we take for granted living our lives in the belly of 
this Machine State m turn until there are none left found 
appropriate. The point is that when you start talking about 
technologies this way, their impact on our lives becomes 
obvious.
So if technology shapes society, what do we do about it? If 
we think we can change the social relations of this society, 
we can certainly change the technical ones. Progress is what 
we make it, not some unstoppable ’historical force’ that 
always means more of the same old shit!
The enlightened primitivists of Fifth Estate say we should 
oppose aLL technologies that destroys community - the sort 
of techno-trash that that has everyone living ’ ‘ 
little boxes spectating on the world ou
electronic medium or other rather than w 
and doing it with their neighbours. They" say
surrounded we are bv machines, the more we ai 
as human
GA takes 
technologies
the local cc

- not the Industrial Revolution - and the 
t have been in the mess it is today.

out 
and 

termites and 
a mass 

 , t uction -
rather than visa versa - and a global infrastructure to 
supply the resources it needs to keep running. Mass 
organisations don t work without organisational power 
delegated to a managerial caste and hi-tech doesn’t work 
without a technocratic caste either. Powerful eti tas 
unaccountable to the com munity obviously have no place in 
an anarchist society.
Taking off your slave-collar doesn't mean your head’ll drop 
off! If pro-tech deadheads want to call us Luddites for 
stating the obvious, it s a label we wear with pride - the 
original Luddites know all about what the mass production of 
weaving meant to them and their communitijes and took 
direct action against it. If they had been more successful, 
this country would have had a social re vol i iti nn two

ppose all technologies tnat aestroys community - the sort 
of techno-trash that that has everyone living m their own 

orld outside through some 
; ... ... i getting out there

/ —;■ ’’The more 
. we are by machines, the more we are diminished 
beings .

the argument a stage further. We argue all 
: that cant be made and used by everyone in 

community are intrinsically alienating. If non-local 
skills or resources are needed, or if the skills needed are 
too specialised to be shared by all in the co m m unity, a 
division of labour is created. Hp”°ver benefici al the 
technology may appear, the specie - ie. technocrat - 
responsible will abuse it and use it la> dominate and control 
the rest of the community. We don t need specialists looking 
after us when we can look after each other:
It should be obvious to anyone Reading this that GA is not 
against all technology and we re not into stamping 
termites because they use tools! We are against hi-teen 
m ass production because people don t think like '  
shouldn t be expected to live like them. Both imply 
society gearing their lives around the needs of proa 
rather than visa versa - and a global infrastruc

■uniting.
tional

>■
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TECHNOCRACY IS TYRANNY
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3 rave New World, is the philosophical main 
^abour Party, Real Labour,' SWPand oddly, . ...
(govern m ent
to promote
technocrats -
Perestroika.
In a Green (Anarchist society there will be no democracy. 
Instead isoctacy (government by the People - all of them 
equally). There ' will be no authority above each village and 
therefore no . national or international planned economy.
Third World resources, no neaevy industry, no ‘’coal, no "oil, 
no new steel, no national grid, no exploitation, no pollution, 
but the petty'technocrat will survive. Technocracy will lose 
the meaning it has now,
no authoritarian power (unless the village is stupid enough 
to work as a co-operative commune as in Georg'
Animal Farm) and will fill the role of Ebrarian/ec
windmill that the petty technocrats only have the 
advise over the design ,_..2 ---- l._ ’---- 2”
running of it. Even trusting '

’ ' harness of wind-power is necessary is
t if existing diesel engines running on rape 
ire efficient but outside the technocrats field

Wze need to learn the techniques of
low-technology survival

TECHNOCRACY, THE CONTROL OF SOCIETY by either a 
power elite or government, founded upon scientific arjd 
technical, dictatorship, as exemplified by Aldous Huxley s 

- ■ Uorld. is the. oliilnshnhical main jplank of the
ir Party, Real Labour,’ SWP,* RCP. anarcho-syndicalists 
oddly, pie Green Party. The spattering of democracy 
imment I of the People by elected dictators) serves only 
promote differing^ scientific opinion amongst the 
’.ocrats - be it ' Social Acclogy, Social Science or

Without the planned economy there will be no plundering of 
Third World resources, no neaevy industry, no coal, no oil, 
no new steel, no national grid, no exploitation, no pollution, 
but the petty' technocrat will survive. Technocracy will lose 
the meaning it has now. as the petty technocrat will have 
no authoritarian power (unless the village is stupid enough 
to work as a co-operative commune as in Georg'e OrwelTs 
Animal Farm) and will fill the role of librarian/educator. It 
is important in such communal projects as building a village 
windmill that the petty technocrats only have the power to 
advise over the design' and not the building and subsequent 
running of it- Even trusting technocrats in' their judgements 
that adangerous, vyuciL XL existing usesei. engines tunning uu i_ajje 
seed oil are, more efficient but outside the technocrats field 
of understanding? The only safe technology is that which 
can be controlled by the individuaL Everybody needs to be 
educated in i the arts of s m all scale lo w technology survival 
techniques. Dependence upon technology and in particular 
technology you fail to understand and which is controlled by 
the ' co in m unity' is the road to tyranny. A community owned 
wind-powered log cutter may be a useful labour saving 
device, but sit is akin to putting all of one's eggs in the 
same basket}. If everv household knew how to sharpen and 
temper theip own saw blade (simple when you know how) 
then you could borrow your neighbours saw if yours broke. If 
everyone were dependant upon the comm unify log cutter, 
then the chances are that they would collectively" abdicate 
responsibility for keeping individual hand saws sharp and 
then the pobr person delegated responsible for maintamence 
of the community saw would be under yerrihle pressure tu 
"keep the wheels'turning' - if they didn t use their position 
to hold everyone to ransom (as is done by National Power 
and the Soviet Five Yqar Plan), as usually happens when 
someone is elevated to specialist'. We need to be Jack o' 
all trades, and slaves to none.
the knowledge and skills of low technology need to be 
practiced now, in order to be effectively used and 
communicated after the downfall of Capitalism. Otherwise, 
the door to (State Socialism is wide open, with the forces of 
the Green bourgiouse, the looney Left proletariat and the 
nationalist right wing proletariat, all struggling to realise 
control over the means of production to feed the ignorant 
and hungry masses. We all know what that means. Division 
of Labour. Taxation. Dictatorship. Etc. If we act now to 
inform people about how to grow food, make tools and 
harness free energy on an individual scale, then when that 
fine day comes and we are free to take back the land to 
feed ourselves, we can carry forth and survive alongside and 
independant of the inevitable European Socialist State. We'll 
need the technology of small arms production. Also road, 
rail and bridge demolition, or the Socialist State would

I_________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________
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Technocracy is Tyranny
ixetty soon be trying to tax and bind us to feeding those 
that ‘remained in the cities, this scenario would be the one 
most likely if tshe Green Partv won widespread support. If. 
on the other htand, the looney' Left or nationalist right had 
most influence in the State, then we d need NBC suit 
technology too, to .avoid extermination by their beloved 
pesticide and ex-agn business technology. Look at Eastern 
Europe and you can see a similar battle between 
self-sufficient 'organic communities and State technocracy  being fought rignt now. The earthworm population oh 
Hungary !s "State cooperative farms is 907' belo‘w ‘par. This is 
serious.' ine earthworms are major contributors to soil 
fertility. City anarchists be warned, there is no short cut. 
No techno-tix. only hard work, if our. life support system is 
to be sustainable- Thp State cannot feed you forever and I 
won t either, so you 11 need an axe, a saw, chisels, grind 
stone, spade...
ROB

Skills and Knowledge Sharing
Green Anarchism means alternative technology, 
not technocracy

TECHNOCRACY IS THE ULTIMATE result of the over
application of technology and division of labour in both 
ch hi tali st iina socialist'"societies. Capital interests (banks, 
rich people etc.) try to respond to the' challenge of workers 
power by replacing them with machines. The money that 
used to pay workers wages now goes ‘•u~ 1 v r'e' 
interest on the loan for the machines,
richer. Looking after the machines requires
of people in specialised jobs. Each of
workers is essential to the running of the
few can shut down a whole tactory by going on

to the bank as 
m aking the bank 
a smaller number 
these specialise i 
m aerrine' - just a 

1 strike, or 
falling ill. Thus the Eves of these 'employees are monitored 
in '1984' fashion: eg. in US.A (land of the free) people are 
sacked for smoking even at home; psychological tests try to 
identify possible subversives etc. Replacing capitalism wifi: 
socialism makes no difference to the skilled workforces 

 power to shut down a factory' resulting in the Stasi etc. 
being needed to control workers. Therefore: 
Capitalism + Technology = Socialism + Technology = Techno
fascism.
Green ana^. ’ ’fis stand for regression of technology: both to 
stop banks .ting richer at "our expense, and to stop the 
tecnnological elites holding us to ransom. This analysis nolqs 
for large-scale industry no matter how much it is greened . 
We must take back control over our own Eves room the 
technologists, and their banker and Stasi bedfellows.
This doesn't mean we need to reject aE technology. As we 
reject the d’11 of the expert, we can share skills an: 
knowledge of alternative, human-scale technologies. Organ:.' 
growing, cooking, building, maintenance, childcare, clothes 
making'' skills are empowering and enjoyable in themselves. 
To these we can add cultural and spiritual knowledge, arts, 
music and crafts. As we share these skills and knowledge, 
we must be careful to avoid the teacher-pupE relationships, 
and ideally do it for free (perhaps sometimes paying 
reasonable expenses).
Neither does E mean the end to technological developments. 
Some technologies, often suppressed bv capitalism and state 
socialism, are worth developing further; for example. 
Fukuoka s method of natural farming as described in The 
One-Straw Revolution. This method achieves yields higher 
than chemical agriculture with no machines, no digging, ne 
weeding, no prepared fertilizer or chemicals. .Only a few 
days' work per person per year is required to be 
self-sufficient in nee, wheat and barley in a Japanese 
climate using Fukouka s methods.
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democratic politics 
technical boundaries 
set by nature
local bartering
co m patacde w nn 
local culture 
safeguards against
misuse
dependant on well-being 

j of other species
innovation regulated
by need
steady-state economy

I I
labour intensive
integrates young and 
old

consensus polities 
technical boundaries 
set bv wealthz

Hr"] ."1 - w iH ~
destructive of 
local culture 
technology liable 
to misuse 
highly destructive 
of other species 
innovation regulated 
by profit and war 
gro w th-orien ta ted 
econo m y
capital intensive
alienates young and 
old

Conventional agriculture lias so far ignored rukouka' 
methods, Ln spite of the high yield, as his do-nothing 
philosophv is anathema to them. Skills ano knowledge sharing 
can propagate these ideas, and pemaps develop similar
danger'of ‘ an elite'developing, who only offer to share tpeir 
skills for high prices. This is true in many alternative or 
\green technologies; fees of over £100 for courses lasting a 
few days.
Skills and knowledge sharing networks can be used to avuoid 
this. These can be genial, covering,, any skills people 
express an interest in sharing, or specific to certain skills. 
The principle of not paying bo snare skills or knowledge is 
im portant, ‘ and organisations working on thiis principle should 
be' supported. Radical Routes and the Free Information 
Network are examples of green/anarchist organisations witn 
this philosophv, which is shared by hundreds of non political 
clubs, -soc-i ari as and voluntary organisations. Local co m m unity 
or workplace skills sharing networks are worth supporting, 
and the importance of personal empowerment and tree skill 
exchange should be stressed by them.
STUART

A Word About Technology
Towards a low-technology society

I FEEL THAT SOME TECHNOLOGY IS NECESSARY. I realize 
that many technological developments ’nave been maue 
because of military' funding and experiments to find new 
ways of mass slaughter. “What bothers me more than 
anything else is the way that governments use technology to 
enforce social control. They collate information on 
evervDodv ixirticularlv activists like me. the use or 
technologv is restricted to an elite few and this is

word
I Produce 
correct 
from a

re ail lecnno-junkies, reliant on even 
want to write mis article on a 

typewriter because yliat 
"l 

Below is a list borrowed 
of
all

xO a great extent ~e dm
the simplest technologv. 1
word processor rather than this old t

will look a whole lot better and I will be able to 
mv many tvping errors. I------ ---- - .
book cnllpd Alternative Technology: the Politics 

Technical c'nange bv David Dickson wnich we should 
-ead.

SOME UTOPIAN CHARACTERISTICS OF SOFT
TECHNOLOGY Robin Clarke;

21 centralist
22 general efficiency 

increases with size
23 operating modes 

too complicated for 
general comprehen
sion

24 technological
accidents frequent 
and disasterous
C*’11 '1 i if**

—-z -z—* I A, L kJ

co technical and 
social problems

2b agricultural 
emimesis on mono
culture

27 Quantity cm. aA Z

highly valued *«—* Z

28 food production 
specialized industry

decentralistI

; general efficiency
incmac^s with smallness 

i

I operating modes
, understandable by all I •I
iI*
; technological

accidents few and
unimportant

i .iiversa solutions
m tecnnical and
social profile ms
agricultural
emphasis on diversity

| quality cri teria
tughlv valued
food production snared
bv allz

'Hard' technology

1 ecologically unsound• _z z

2 large energy input
3 high pollution rate 

non-reversable use 
of m ate rials and 
energy sources

5 functional for a
limited time onlv z

6 m ass production
7 high sjier-iali 7a ti on
8 nuclear family
9 citv e m phasisz *•

10 alienation from

' Soft ’ technology

ecologically ‘sound 
small energy input 
low or no pollution rate 
reversable materials and *
energy sources onlv« z z

functional for all time

craft production 
low sneciali7ation 
co m m unal units 
tillage e m phasis 
integration with

29 work undertaken 
primarily for
inco m e

30 Small units totallyz
dependant on others

31 science and tech
nology alienated 
from culture

32 science and tech
nology performed by

33 strong work/Leisure 
distinction

34 high unemployment

work undertaken
primarily for
** z-w A—w

I

small units self-
sufficient
science and tech
nology integrated
with culture

, science and tech- 
’ nology performed bv

.all ”
weak or non-existant 
work/Leisure distinction 
(concept not valid)

nature nature

THERE IS 
ABSOLUTELY 
M0 CALL 
FOR FANIC<

AIR FuKCE WAS
IH. .

CK.. SELECT 
TACTICAL
MOOCLEAR

------ - WEAPON

..WHOLE CITIES THOUGHT 
TC BE IN ITS FATH HAVE 

BEEN EVACUATED.. THE
QUESTION TONIGHT IS..
JUST WHERE WILL IT STRIKE

I

35

still

are

I

in Britain diptheria

of children

the 
and

countries.
ytic polio and

’ them
once-feared diseases.

continue the 
ignorant of
j to ensure

strife can be limited in a small group, 
resolved through debate and understanding

AUTONOMOUS STRUGGLE links in *closely with the Green
Anarchist desire for revolution on the
small activist ;
group will be in

not to be m ardpulated or 
or its representative. It is rather to 

tion the movement needs to go in and 
e of resistance. An example to 
SABOTAGE mag from SPANISH

t
technical goals valid
'for all men at all time'

4

indication that it: is
that is required above costly medical

Vaccinations: A Deadly Con
The ignorance of the medicad heirarchy

IMMUNIZATION HAS BEEN so artfully and aggressively 
mariteted that most parents believe them to be the 
1 nimrip that has eliminated many once-reared diseases. 
However historical evidence, current research and the bitter 
experience of vaccine damaged children have shown that this 
is not the case. The evidence that infectious declined 
because of improved diet, hygiene,g clean water supplies 
housing etc is overwhelming.' The fact that many oi 
infectious diseases m aintain their
World' is a clear
living condi ti ons
treatment.
During the 1953 diptheria epidemics
incidence was higher' in the best vaccinated areas. By 1958

technical goals valid
for only a small
proportion of the
globe for a finite
time

Yes I want to see a Low-technology society with windmills 
for each tillage, canals for freight transport, barter instead 
of money but we could use technologv tor ourselves. What 
about a computer Free Information Network? Why not use 
computers to communicate rather than let the SB read our 
letters? It's just a thought! Stephen

the vaccine. Research into the 
vaccinations strongly suggests a 
diseases such as multiple sclerosis, 
im murdzation con is a result of the 
by the petro-chemical giants who

incidence was
Ministry of H
vaccinated children,
compulsory vaccination by the Nazis ; during the, war caused 
massive increases in diptheria
Dipthetia vaccination can also
most cases in Britain todav are
by vaccinations.
An article in the New Scientist (Nov 15,'79) entitled 
Vaccine Fails Indian Trial) stated 'J 7
(conducted in southern India) to assess the,value of BCG 
Tuberculosis vaccine m ade the start

..________________ _v „ / r 'TB
accine Fails Indian Trial) stated The world s biggest trial

ng revelation that the

assume
the pe
ANARC
Closer to home we might use the ALF AS AN EXAMPLE of 
practical and spontaneous opposition to animal abuse. Simfbn- 
tn ethods and organisation should be utilised for a wvier- 
range a£ actinides here and now!
We must remember that autonomy is fundamentally an 
attempt to break down political sterility and dogma (a 
principled line to our Marxist friends) and to take what we 
find as useful front the various revolutionary currents.
The state fears autonomous struggle - IT cannot dptect us 
easily if we act locally and in the community. Methods of 
struggle" such as outlined above are not easy and involve lots 
of.hard work. It is far easier to be fooled into thinking that 
doing something is better than doing nothing, feaybe that is 
why so many good activists have disappeared off to the left 
wing fringes and have spent lots of time travelling around 
Britain at great expense at the behest of the leadership 
How much more useful if we all stick to fighting toe 
struggle in our own communities and in our own minds 
before we disappear off for a far away march or rally.
By using these methods we'advance the revolution and eat 
away at the already crumbling edifices.of this sirk state.

vaccine does not givef any protection against bacillary forms 
of tuberculosis' and 'The incidence or new cases amongst 
the BCG vaccinated group was slightlv higher than in toe 
control grouo; a fincnng ' that led to' toe conclusion that 
BCG s protective effect"was zero . BCG vaccination is ' 
routine in Britain.
The full extent of adverse reactions to vaccinations 
barely understood and rarely reported. Research into just one 
vaccine, DPT, showed adverse reactions including fever. 
unconsolabLe crying and convulsions, through to mental 
retardation and death. Vaccine related deaths are usually 
disguised by medical authorities and may be labelled as 
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS). Two American .studies 
of SIDS deaths indicated that at least 12Z were rel a ted to 

ling term dangers of 
link with degenerative 
AIDS and leukemia. The 
domination of healthcare 
run the p’nar m aceufieal

periphery. It means a 
group organizing on a local basis. Such a 
dependant of all others.

"Small groups multiply the strength of each member. By 
working collectively in small numbers, the small group 
utilizes the various contributions of each person to their 
fullest, nurturing and developing individual input, instead of 
dissipating it m the competitive, survival-of-the-fittest 
spiril of the large organisation.
(Money will normally be raised internally and locallv our 
group has a motto: Spend more than a quid and you have 
pasted your money!")
It is important for the autonomous group to link in 
(network) with local communitv groups and wider liberation 
struggles. The primary aim of toe group is to encourage 
others to be self sufficient thus lessening the need for 
heirarchy, structure, rulers and inevitably, dependence on the 
state.
An autonomous group experiences and shares in the everyday 
life of the community and is therefore well placed to act 
locally. However it does not take on a Vanguardist role 
from which to dictate new paths but rathdf TP act as a 
channel foe disaffectixxi against the system.
By our propaganda and activity in such groups we demon
strate the possibility of an alternative society. Change 
begins when an individual or group realizes the need or 
possibility for Revolution. The autonomous group encourages 
change and by its very nature shows that tne revolution has 
begun in the hearts arid minds of a few.
A constant presence is required because people do not reject 
the structures of oppression overnight.
Autonomous struggle is a weapon against the government. 
The powers that oe love centralised political parties- It is 
easier to monitor them and control them. It is far more 
difficult to oppress autonomous groups which link together 
voluntarily, or which adhere only perhaps to a Statement of 
Principles , or agree on certain vital issues.

Alienation and
Arguments are .
and are importantly carried through with each participant as 
an equal. This is the same as in an Autonomous village 
where the whole com munitv acts as a support structure for 
each of its inhabitants. The success of a group depends on 
mutual support and the growth of close personal 
relationships.
"To be autonomous is not only to be on the political margin 
and against the institutions and organizations of the state, 
but it is to CONFRONT the false ideologies that lead to 
legitimising it and creating exploitation, ft is to realise a 
PRACTICAL AUTONOMY ’ - - -
mediated by any power
analyse which direction

taneous practic
is required' (:
>)

jpwes, 
it the

position in the Third 
an improvement in

their products are central to orthodox medicene. This is 
achieved by financing medical schools, sopporting or 
employing politicians, wining and dining doctors, sponsoring 
only financially profitable research etc. Most forms of 
media, but especially medical journals, rely on advertising 
revenue from a vast array of petro-one mical products and 
are unlikely to bite the Hand that feeds them. In the US, 
parents in some states have reported that pediatricians have 
refused to treat any child not vaccinated. The state of 
Arkansas has even attempted to take possession of children 
and forcibly vaccinate them. In the UK foince April foO) 
doctors are given financial incentives to vaccinate and not 
suprisingly tne nu m ber 
increased.
For the authorities to 
public must remain
ineffectiveness. W e have
exposed.
Read: 'Vaccination and immunization: dangers, delusions and 
alternatives by Leon Chaitow (ISBN 0 85207 191 4) and 
Naked Empress' by Hans Ruesch (ISBN 3 905280 02 9).

G P HOLDSWORTH

th figures showed 38,000 cases amongst 
n, with nearly 300 deaths. The practice of

occupied
*r paralyti
er imported dr caused
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Fascism in the Green Movement

<;jx Klan members participating in 1990 Earth Day activities by picking up trash

z z'z c New Jersey highwav. Hey, it*s the Environmental Decade.

  j movement is
s justifying this clnim include measles to reduce 

{-.tai damage demanding authoritarian controls; the 
absolutist and draconian critique ; the movement as 

' inary, looking back the past; its critique or 
leaving ir undefended against irrational, ideas,

1 1 A ___ _ *      - J —- —. —. V\ z-\ t

justify political decisions Leading to conserv- 
ons aoout society. Revisionist authors like ex- 

Monday Cli.fb supporter, Bramwell, even argue that while 
'• Serais and socialists support the modern Green Movement, 
rris is an abberation in the history of an ideology with a

Soil tradition.

7? IS AN IRONY OF HISTORY that Herbert Gruhl, the first 
~ ~a Gruenen deputy in the West German Bundestag, invented 
he slogan that the Greens ’’are neither Left nor Right but 
briad . Gruhl eventually split from the Greens to found Ins

Ecological Democratic Party. The ODP far from being 
-either leltiior right’ is firmly on the far Right, has-been 

--.filtrated by neo-Nazis and has been described as eco- 
zasrist’ in orientation.
' tilers claim the whole ecology movement is fascistic. 
Arguments justifying this claim include measles to reduce 
- n vj.ro men tai damage demanding authoritarian controls; the 
'reens absolutist and draconian critique ; the movement as 
tizerally reactionary, looking back the past; its critique ot 
—-ason leaving i£ undefended , against irrational, ideas, 
~copulation concerns linked to racism and genocide; the use 
:f *” nature to justify political decisions leading, to conserv
ative assumptions aoout society. Revisionist authors like ex- 
Monday Club supporter, Bramwell, even argue that while 
'• Serais and socialists support the modern Green Movement, 
iris is an abberatiqn in the history ^f an ideology with a 
seep-rooted right wing Blood and Soil tradition.
S’eo-Nazis have shown a keen interest in ecological values. 
Hindu fascist Satrivi Devi inspired British National Socialist 
Lolin Jordan with her mystical ecological doctane by specu
lating that humanity had entered a period ot time, the Kali 
Yuga, when the corruption that had been gathering for 
Tiitiprinm would be burnt away by a cleansing fire of .total 
destruction. Devi praised Hitler for his respect for animals 
^nd belief in 'natural laws. In 1965, George Thayer ^rot£ 
'Iheir deep love for Nature, for the Sun, the Soil, and the 

purity of their ‘ blood, acts as a philosophical cement that 
rinds together all their attitudes on democracy, com mumsm, 
the Jews, finance, and race uito a logical whole, lhe 
Fascists and neo-Nazis take their feelings to ,th^ point 
where the love of these items becomes a religion f The 
Britirii Political Fringe , p.104). The Britons Society, a far 
Right book club, stocked S. ^aPe t^ie
Earth' and Lady Balfour s The Living Soil .
In 1984 the British National Front supported animal rights, 
deforestation, destruction of the countrysde apd ott^r 
'green' issu«k Edited by ex-NF organiser Michael
'gcondon inade links between National Sopahste and the 
fringe of the Green movement-. Joe Pearce rq 1986 claimed 
"Racial preservation is Green and argued The soil, ot a 
Nation is ... the Nation s life-blood. From the Nation s soil 
must be grown the food upon which the Nation depends 
anything which poisons the soil poisons, the Nation itself.

*

»

The full 7500-word text of this article is available from GA
on reci apt of SSAE and £1.00 p&p.

■ates fascism from National Scjxrialism and 
ra Green politics. By Ecologism , she means 

anti-m echanis m and a 
' Ecologism ' is 'a 

versions of this 
n f ascis m had

Today 
present' programme of nuclear power 
the British race may not be recognisably 

" ('Nationalistic Today 4). A 
previous issue contained' the ’ jr,‘ ‘’
Destroying British Countryside

■While fhe NF remained pro-nuclear, 'Nationalism 
claimed Tf the *" '
expansion continues |(
human, let alone racially pure 1
previous issue contained the( headline ' Alien ’ Bankers 
Destroying British Countryside' in an attempt to link 
conservation and virulent anti-semitism.
In 1989, 'Nationalism Today' outlined the Front's 'green' 
strategy with remarkable frankness. Greens were praised for 
transcending "outmoded creeds of materialism^ in favour of 
a new form of politics". In escaping from ' the right/left, 
ca pi tai i .st/snci al i st axis and putting forward their ^deas the 
Front stated simply "Green politics is(( the key . Green 
values were praised and denned as A politics where 
administrative and economic decentralisation are the norm, 
where man Hves in harmony with his enviroment, where 
local com-nu mi tips are empowered to make the decisions that 
directly, affect them, where the healthy values of 
co-operation and participation n are encouraged, and 
selfixiness and apathy condemned". Greens were urged to 
"extend their enthusiasm for the preservation of tlife forms 
to include man himself or at least European man!".
Infiltration was advocated with 
that ' - --J---- - -c '-----
crisis bring before us manv organisations worthy of the

are"kTthe vanguard of these' groups, even t,? the 
 where none presently exists .

inter groups claimed the 
by anti-semitic Social 

t e m phasised jxirticular 
awn to - t

 uic future New Order
on a large number of nation states, much of

by anti-semitic Social
relicies that~NF leaders were increasingly drawn to - most 
importantly decentralisation, in which the future New Order 
would be based on a large number of nation states, much ot 
whose power would devolve to localities and rui.alisra, a 
fback-to-the-land phik)sophy in which mass production and 
cities would be displaced by small workshops anq multitude*; 
of small farms. Chesterton's enthusiasm for the traditional 
family with the man at the head of the household was also 
attractive to the NF patriarchs. ( Searchlight 174).
So is the Green Movement fascist in orientation? Is the real 
Green heritage to be found in the deeds of Hitler: and 
Darre, his Minister of Agriculture? Does a critique of 
technology and a fear of scientificc rationality inevitably 
Lead to hysterical, genocidal extremism? All of these 
questions depend for their answer on how one defines 
fascism and green beliefs.
pram well se
Ecologism 1  . .

ecology, a respect for peasants, anti-
strong sense of the importance of place, t
box' that can contain Left and Right wing 1 
ideology. She makes no claipi that Italia 
anything to do with Ecologism .
Mussolini was no friend of the peasant but believed, in 
progress, t  
celebrated : 
influenced him
nation in a way that was 
and humanity. But
marshes compares
ceremonial

mechanisation and advance. The Futurists that 
speed, power, domination and the motor car 
urn. Italian fascists sought to transform their 

: aggressive to both the enviroment 
Mussolini's draining of the Pontine 

with Hitler's construction of huge 
 K nldings and autobahns. D espite perverse

rhe tori c-al justification of National Socialism by reference to 
Tnatural laws', the Nazis dominated and degradated the 
enviroment even more than their Italian co-thinkers.
Fascism and National Socialism were opportunistic move- -i-iic —«-i— latest attempt to 

ideologies at variance 
with key far Right values. Greens are not env^romentalists,, 
having a wider agenda. Authoritarian solutions to global 
problems are specifically rejected, non-violence is importent 
and commitments to social justice accepted- National Social
ism and fascism share common features of authoritarian 
leadership, militarism and social division by race, diametri- . 
cally opposed to Green values.
The right wing heritage of Green politics is an illusion 
created by the simplest of logical fallacies. Because some 
fascists and Nazis were interested in ecology does not mean 
that everyone interested in ecology is a fascist or a Nazi.
ANON.

'Nationalism Today' arguing
that "the wide range of issues raised by the enviromental 

manv organisations worthy of the 
assistance of activists. Nationalists everywhere should ensirre 
that they are in me van 
extent of establishing them
The Front and other neo-fascist
mantle of Distributism advqcat
Credit cranks in the 1930 s:

portent! y decentralisation, in, which 
iuld be based '

 pportunistic
ments. Bramwell's analysis is just the Latest atte 
identify these movements with other id<
having a wider agenda. Authoril
problems are specifically rejected, non-violence is im

and fascism share common features of authoritarian
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much is the ^rdmal rights side of things. Even in tiie largc 
t , -lcross verv fe£, vegetarians 1

---- a McScum s toilets being filled
of an

asen press reports (and
hotbed of RAF (Rote Ai
terrorist organisation) activity as an excuse to justif\ 
puohce raids,‘ house searches and attempted evictions, 
squatting here tends to lx? more politicised than in the goo: 
ol US of K, with squatters hinging out brightly decorate 
banners declaring the property squatted and decorating the 
tacades with colourful grafilti. and slogans. The Ger mare are 
also more actively involved
based around telephone trees - within an hour of im mineri 
eviction a cordon of sympathisers
l-etween the squat and the [xjlice. The
overt politicisation of many younger
direct consequence of whit can only i>e
reactionary and overbearing police force
SEK - Sohdereinsatzkoin mando, rougldv lx;*..
Ixilly boy storm trooper tiiugs - who as we'L
out'with' tiie usual para books, bodv armour, shielis, helmet* 
truncheons, guns etc. also hide tvhind gas and ski masks. Sk’ 
masks are illegal but this doesu t seem to stop them. Facin 
a riot cop . you have the feeling that you're facing .. 
machine, which is pretty unnerving. Demonstrators replv ti 
tills tactic by wearing crash helmets and identical balaclava- 
and arab scarves - a necessity due to the amount of ixilic. 
cameras in use at demos.
One area which the Germans don't seem to have got inti 
much is the primal rights side of things. Even in tire Large 
punk scene, I ve come across ver/ few vegetarians - 1 :
hear about a McScum s toilets lieing filled with quick 
setting cement, but tills was more ' ’ ' '
War/im perLalistic act though. Anti-fascist action is however 
Verc , torm. fly posting and propaganda activities
such as many German towns having info shops/antifascist 
cafes where ideas are swapped etc - to organising groups 
who are prepared to go out and actively coiunter rising Naif 
violence. I m not necessarily condoning aggro, but have yoi 
ever met a fascist you can reason with .... nuff said. 
Think, communicate, act!
3 P LAMMY 
such as Karate and TKD. and those that emphasise using tri 
attackers force against them, like Aikido and Tai Chi.
My experience is only of the 'soft' arts, and these tend ti 
require a longer pqriod to gain technical proficiency(3- 
years to a black belt) than the hard arts. However they arc 
more enduring, and can still be used at the age of 80, ati 
opposed to flying scissor kicks, etc. A mixture of the twe 
forms would be useful, so that you have a variety 01 
possible responses: either dto control someone and rendei 
them harmless without injuring them, or graduations of force 
up to lethaL Some schools will give training in practice 
techniques for use against knives or guns but, as is said i 
Aikido, perhaps the best technique in these cases is to ru: 
away. Note that the police train in a variety of rnartia 
arts, but generally not to black belt standarcL
Coursest in Karate and Aikido are often available fron. 
University sports centres at lower prices, than com merer 
clubs - Bristol Class War and DAM trained in Aikido tri 
way for example - but the best alternative is tso get socit 
sympathetic black belt to give free lessons. Particularly 1 
the US, there is a lot of anti-state feeling amongst son 
martial artists becauose of the hostility of the state towarc 
people becoming capable of their own defence. Our situatip 
is rather like that of the Japanese civilians in the 1700 
no weapons are allowed to be carried, not even rice flails 
and staffs are also regarded with suspicion. So we need t. 
use our im agination! -
KEVIN

NEWS in
Germany; from regular press hysteria about the Hafen 
Strasse, a decade long squatted street in the St Pauli area 
of Hamburg, to the eviction of the Mainzer Strasse, a row 
of 13 houses in the former eastern part of Berlin by the 
ruling so-called red green coalition (SPD + Greens). If took 

.3,50(1 nice men in green uniforms tooled up with full riot 
gear - including OS gas, plastic bullets, stun grenades, water 
cannon and live ammo - two days to clear everyone. It s a 
miracle that no-one was killed at one point when the police 
drove an armoured car at some scaffolding from which the 
squatters were watching the proceedings, then there were a 
couple of unexplained tires in the basement of one of the 
houses which coincided with a temporary fault in the last 
working phone. Faced with these tactics it's understandable 
that the occupants resorted to throwing stones aend mol lips, 
they were ready to talk though any mediatory efforts were 
almost impossible as the police were blasting anything that 
moved with CS gas and water cannon. The general 
hrcstration was not helped by the fact that the squat that 
the squatters had been granted an extended period of grace 
and promised four weeks notification of any imminent 
eviction. People had given their all tow .arris creating an 
alternative community free from the racism, sexism, 
violence and restrictions that pervade life in a ',civilize?’ 
society . Seeing the com in unity kitchen (£1 for a hot meal), 
kids playground, info cafe anti bookstore, cinema and various 
[Xibs that they d worked haul at setting up getting trashed 
was just too much. During the course of the two (lays 417 
people were arrested and badly beaten up, their possessions 
were thrown out into the rani and the police cel printed 
their victory by busting out the pubs freer supplies and all 
this at a cost of several million DM to the German tax 
;>aver (it pays not to pay, eh!). In the following days banks 
all across Germany

benefit gig took place’at the Mauritius wall (another hl' 
squat which holds weekly punky gigs) - something that 
struck me as wnuerd was that the flyer advertising me gig 
had a phone number printed on it for advance reservations 
At tiie gig itself it became apparent that the given number 
was a misprint and it was suggested that evervone who had 
phoned Hanng to reserve a ticket now phoned to apologise 
preferably that very night after tiie gig. °
In Germany there is notiung equivalent to squatters righte 
oy 'aw squatting comes under the tresixiss category’
Technically it's up to the ririiding's owners to take up a 
court case against the squatters, only then can the police ri 
called in to evict the txnlriing which must be immediatelv 
mcked up or demolished. There is however an easily abuse-" 
W>hole in the Law whereby if there are suspicions'that tri 
inhabitants activities might be a threat to Jsociety' then all 
the; norm al channels can be bypassed and an eviction pursued 
regardless- This was the case with Haffen Strasse, tiie police 
used press reports (and vica versa) that the street was a 
hotbed of: RAr (^Rote Armee Faction - an extreme left-win/ 
terrorist organisation) activity as an excuse 
ixjolice raids,- house searches and attempted 
bc^uat ting here tends to lie more pol i ri ci sed tna
banners declaring the jiruperty squatted and''decorating the 
facades with colourful gratilti and slogans. The Ger mare are 
aLso more actively involved with squatters support groutv 
based around telephone_ trees - witiiin an hour of imminent 

will have gathers: 
: more active an: 

Germans may well ire 
: described as ;■ 

as tvpifie<i by th-. 
• ’ ;tes as fascist 

■ s bein g kit tri

telethons that pervade life i 
society'. Seeing the com munity kitchen (£1 fc
kids playground, info cafe and bookstore, ‘ 
[Xibs that they d worked hard at setting up getting trashed 
was Just too much., During the course oftne two Clays 417 
were thrown out into the rain and the'hrelice celebrated 
this at. a cost' of several million' DM

.  to pay, eh!). In the tollowing days hanks
across Germany had their windows bricked in protest.

Jhen in Cologne tiie ‘Auf men Zentrum’ Ueisshaus Strasse 
(I still haven t been able co establish tiie exact dif ferences 
between autonome and anarchist - from what 1 ve gathered 
autonome is a catqh-net for a variety of libertarian 
egalitarian movements), a four year long sipiatted industrial 
site was also evicted by devious means. Since September 86 
this autonomous alternative cultural centre had (wasted a 
bar/cafe, a wim mins/lesbian cafe, an info store, folkskitchen, 
meeting rooms, a gig hall, demo rooms, a free o|ren air 
cinema and organisea the so-called Cologne culture shocks 
which consisted of theatre, art, cabaret and music. In 
November 90 following heightened tension due to increased 
police activity an eviction seemed imminent, though thus was 
publicly denied bv both the mayor and flaring, the city 
police chief, in TV interviews. However some (days later a 
crane demolishing a neighbouring factory accidentally 
smashed an exterior wall which was in tiie guest crash area 
of the building. There could have been so m eone sleeping 
there and the furious occupants started stoning the 
workmen. The police were called, they cleared tiie houses 
and carried out an ID control (in Germany driving licenses - 
sorry ID cards - have to be carried at all times as failure 
to do so can result in arrest and a fine). Then while the 
occupants were locked in a police van, the buildings were 
demolished in front of their eves. That night following a 
demo, banks all over Cologne had their windows omashed and 
the grafitti ’Haring Drecksau’ ('Haring you filthy swine )

THE MARTIAL ARTS in Japan arose from the very ancient 
concern of a people for self-defence, once the carrying of 
weapons (swcrus and knives) were forbidden by their govern
ment. Thus forms of fighting grew that were
the use of farm implements, Eke the
handles connected by a chain),
motivations were behind the rise of m-
in the 'boxer rebellion against the English
the Chinese learnt to their cost that their
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Benjamin Tucker's 'Instead of a Book was published by
Tucker himself in 1893. It carries the phrase By a Man too
Busy to Write One and is glossed as a fragmentary 
exposrition of philosophical anarchism. It consists of extracts
from Tucker's radical periodical Liberty . Founded in 1881
Tucker was its proprieter, publisher, translator and main
contributor. Published in Boston it attracted many fa mots
writers and amazingly survived until 1908 when Tucker s
bookshop was destroyed by fire, and Tucker himself left for
France. Tucker was not an original thinker, but he was one
of the m ost eloquent of the A m erican individualist
anarchists, and was a great synthesizer of other people s
thought. A friend of both Warren and Spooner - although
they were much older men - he absorbed also the ideas of
Spencer, Proudhon, Stimer and Bakunin. At the age of
twenty-one he translated Proudhon s What is Property - all
500 pages. He thus had extraordinary talent as a writer and
publisher, and was reckoned to be an all-round radical -
arheist, egoist, free lover, feminist, as well as an anarchist.
Benjamin Rieke tson Tucker was bom in South Dartmouth,
Massachusetts in 1854. His father was a Quaker, his mother
a radical Unitarian, and being of a merchant family Tuckej
was brought up in relatively prosperous circumstances.
Because of an inheritance and through his journalism Tucker
never had to worry too much about his subsistence. After
studying engineering at the MIT Tucker quickly became
involved in a variety of radiqal causes. At the age of 27 he
published the first issue of ,Liberty , and in the next two
decades Tucker established him sell as one of the leading
anarchists in America. At this period no differentiation was 
made between the European
anarchism. Tucker translated L
and he defended the causes of Reclus
Russian po
shortly

people should be managed by individuals 
nous, and the state should be abolished, 

com petition in the fullest sense. 
   not involve the abolition of private

property, but it°did' mean an end to monopoly and privilege, 
the monopoly of money, land, tariffs and patents. This would 
free card ', and allow the wage of labour to rise to that of 
its t. Such, anarchism implied both atheism and gender
equality. When existing society had been overcome, there 
would still remain. Tucker wrote, the ultimate conflict 
between the two schools of sociaTistn - State Socialism and 
Anarchism.
The, remaining .sections of 'instead of Book* .elaborate 
Tucker s essential ideas. Two further notions are important 
to note. One is that, like Proudhon, Tucker was critical of 
communism, and defended private property though not 
capitalist exploitation. This came through forceabLy in his 
debates with Johann Most. The other was that he repudiated 

 __ S

up in relatively prosperous circumstances, 
inheritance and through his journalism Tucker

ring engineering at the MIT Tucker quickly became 
lved in a variety of radical causes. At the age of 27 he 
’ ’ ’ - of ’liberty , and in the next two

sd himself as one^of the leading I 
and American exponents qf 

Bakunin s God and the State , 
defended the causes of Reclus, Kropotkin and the 
popilists who had assassinated Czar Alexai. IL But 
after the death of Karl Marx in 188.q* Tucker 

applauded his critique of capital but bewailed Marx s 
authoritarian tendencies - ^iistinctmons began to be drawn 
more cl parly between the two socialisms - Marxism and 
anarchism. In 1886 the Haymarket bombing had occured. A 
wave of sensational and inaccurate journalism on anarchism 
swept through America. The editor ot the prestigious North 
American Review asked Tucker to fumjsh him with a paper 
on anarchism. Tucker s classic essay State Socialism and 
Anarchism was the outcome, though the Review never 
published it. It appeared in Liberty in 1888 and is the 
leading article, of Tucker s Instead of a Book . Reprinted in 
pamphlet form many times it gives a succinct statement of 
Tucker s philosophical anarchism.
Modern Socialism, Tucker argued, was essentially derived 
from the writings of Adam Smith, and the early chapters of 
The Wealth of Nations . In essence Socialism "claimed that 

labour 'should be put in possession of its own". The natural 
wage of labour is its product, and income from any other 
source - interest, rent. or profit - is abstracted fro m the 
just wage of labour. This 'trinity of usury is only possible. 
Tucker suggests, because it is backed by legal privilege and 
monopoly. there were three founders of socialism - Warren, 
Proudhon and Marx. But Marx s idea of socialism was quite 
different from that of the other two men. It was based on 
the idea of authority; that government, on behalf of society,

In response to competition it advocated one capitali.st - the 
state. State Socialism Tucker viewed with extreme disquiet. 
It would ultimately lead, he felt, to despotism,, to the 
absolute control of all individual conduct. Against this 
Tucker set the other form of Socialism., that advocated by 
Proudhon and Warren - anarchism. This was the doctrine 
that the affairs of 
in voluntary assnria
They heli e ved in liberty and
This, Tucker argued, did noi

 

Radical and Champion of Liberty

For more than twenty years Tucker, in the pages, of 
Liberty , rallied against "Marxism, capitalism, nationalism, 

the single tax theories of Henry George and Communism. 
But when he left America in 1908 he went into thirty 
years of silence . He published little else and died in 
Monarco, France in 1939 virtually forgotten.

Brian Morris.

Tucker's ’instead of a Book' was reissued in 1972 bv Amo 
Press, New-York. 7
There are two useful biographical sketches of Tucker:

Mayl£ 1970?^ 202™78lS2inEt State' Cokjrado

David De Leon 'The American 3s Anarchist' Baltimore, 
John Hopkins University Press, 1978) pp 65-82.
$ee also the Section on Tucker in Paul Eltzhacher's 
Anarchism: Exponents of the Anarchist Philosophy 1908 

recently reissued 1958 by Chip's Bookshop, New York) and 
fhe Centenary Anthology by Michael E Coughlin
Benjamin R Tucker and the Champions of ITr>m-tv 

Pauls, Minnesota)

iHHahhinrlh JB>urfn£ia:I (Suibe
A magazine encouraging disruptive 
revolution against the destroyers of 
our world. We use any means that 

are available, except violence towards 
living beings. We discuss issues like 
homelessness, ecology, wage slavery, 

methods of disruption, M.S.G. (the 
MAD WORLD SURVIVAL GANG), 
animal rights, and tons more! 

If you are sick and tired of the apathetic 
society we live in, M.S.G. is for you. 
Issue #1 features articles on rich vs. 
poor, spray painting, police brutality, 
forming a gang, and more! Send $1 

CASH plus 29 cents postage for a copy. 
Issue #2 features articles on the 

Christian right, dissection, wage slavery, 
the Madworld Survival Gang, reviews of 

books and magazines, stealth techniques 
of the ninja, and much more. It’s almost 
twice as big as #1. Send $1 CASH plus 52 

cents postage for a copy.
Subscriptions are $7 for six issues.

pnpay79l377
faw/JrtcitfsLii 
70/73-/377
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” is the message from 
You are now a walking . vote-

And we can’t do it through books or newspapers, 
diings don’t matter that much to the two generaitions 
thirty, their • media is music and we have to reach 
through videos and pop concerts.

pivp ik a R4 u*1 be rup locally and nationally
®fy wkh. and most people would

SUre that a better united Green Party has
JIM TIDY

Future of the Green Party
   ~ ~

We have to'live a green lifestyle,
instead of being passive members of a party

THE-CONFERENCE AT WOLVERHAMPTON could be the last. 
There are so few of us that eVery member is important and 
the first weapon we have is to stick together. For far too 
long the rilling class in this country has used the tactics of 
divide and rule.
The present state of the Labour Party with Militant and 
the respectable at one another s throats while a defeated 

Tory Party get re-elected is just one proof of how 
successfully this tactic has been used over the years. 
Bleasdales *GBH' may be fiction but there s a kernel of 
truth in it for all that.

money and effort wasted on^^e^tinnsfor2X of the 
vote. There are no leaders - ALL POWER CORRUrlo.
Groups take action against those destroying the P^.1^ 
action must involve Arcal people. Show them they do not 
need to be controlled. They can be independant, selt- 
srificient and FREE.
The Network encourages. local production of food and other 
necessities. Reject materialism. THE WEST HAS r AILED.
To this end Green Anarchists will work for the creation of 
'Green villages1 where bullshit Gaia philosophy and the 
technological fix will not be on the agenda, food will be

It will cost you no more than £1,000, so get involved now!
We of Green Anarchist mag are offering all you Deep Green 
Revolutionaries a chance to put your money (if you have 
any!) where your mouth is. Work, with us to create a 
network of Green cum munes. Revolution on the periphery.
We are building a living example, something positive. NO - 
WE ARE NOT HEADING FOR THE HILLS AND ESCAPING. 
We can fight the system on any ground.
AUTONOMY is the wav forward and decentralisation is the 
method; Let us EDUCATE, ORGANISE, DEVASTATE AND 
LIBERATE. As our banner at the Green Party Conferee 
read: GREEN 2000 SELLOUT! PLANET NOT PARLIAMENT!

POWER CORRUPTS! @

prospect of Direct Action to save the 
found out mat they were nothing more 

fund-raising group for a closed cabal . of , elite 
—J ’-----DiriHusioned people left in droves

?e more likely to come across a 
>rmng a large middleclasas Volvo than 
Earth First activist.

* *

The Green Party Con
Aspiring politicians defeat radicals
at Green Party Conference

"YOU DON'T MATTER ANY blORE
Porritt, Parkin and the Green Party1 You are now a 
proxy vote for their centralized and bureaucratic 
winning machine.
Nine leaders, two speakers, all; power to the centre. Clear 
and accountable leadership' is what the P^riY needs says 
Porritt. Well, no thanx mate, we ve heard this all before. 
LOOK AT GREENPEACE. Initially, Green, activists were 
attracted with the 
planet. They soon :------
than a 
activists and ' experts T
and nowadays you are Greenpeace sticker adorning a large middJLedasas vorvo man 
on the rucksack of an Earth First activist.
Our mission to build a network of local Green action groups 
who think globally and act locally. There will be no more

It would be very easy to split up into Socialist Greens and 
Christian Greens and all the >other groups that are spread 
throughout the Party but they! would all be so tiny that we 
would be wasting our time. If unions have proved anything it 
is that unity is strength.
You could make a case for federation since if parties split 
into their geographical locations you could still have the 
strength of a national party as welL However it is a waste 
of precious time to consider passing anything but the most 
Ha sic amendments to the constitution since we need all out 
energy to persuade the people at large of the urgency of 
the present world situation.
There are members of the Green Party who think that if we 
get rid of all the controversial topics and eccentric people 
we might become considered respectable.
If becoming respectable is all we need to make people vote 
for us then Labour is bigger so it can make a. better appeal 
to people than us. If pointing out the futility of all the 
candidates is what we are about, Screaming Lord Sutch does 
it better. We need to put our emphasis.on the things that 
people know we stand for like clean air and clean water 
even if the other parties try to steal our clothes.
And of course the market which is not even scratched these 
days is the dream market. For years people and < 
youth dreamed that socialism was the Key to. 
utopia, whereas events have proved that it 
bureaucracy heavier than it can bear.
So let us rive the youth of-this world a dream to 
a dream of a cleaner, greener, peaceful world wl 
and tolerance for others hold sway.

Then slowly we can talk about other things that matter like 
housing ana disarmament and not be ashamed of them since 
at the time of the Gulf War, we were the only party that 
stood for peace. And this gained us as much credit as it 
lost us.
Yrwt cannot please all of the people all of the time and it is 
b. to try. In this country it is illegal to smoke cannabis 

yet well over half the population purchase it weekly. 
All the money spent on policing cannot stop it. It would be 
money better spent on persuading through tele adverts that 
all drugs are harmful to your body and even if you don't 
suffer when you are young, it catches up with you in old 
age if you last that long.
If a Judge can co m e out in favour of legalising cannabis, 
wh^r^ot Green Party? It is working quite well in

Of course you still risk cancer if you smoke it since our 
Jungs were.no.t evolved to handle,hot air but as an additive in cooking it is better than an E' number.

And even more important than knowing what is wrong with 
the world, we nGe<.i to try and Lead a green lifestyle/ Many 
of us are workaholics who have a full time job all week and 
just pay lip service to 'the Green Party at the end of the working week. 7 L
Once you can convince your neighbour who sees how you f°T" T%ecause it seems to /
comfortable or fashionable or even successful then vou halfway there. 7
nF nn e a.ttended w olverha m pton 3 in-a spiritZ - - 1 d°wn People's throats because
they are supporting a different corner to you, don t run 
Vton'°jlftrhmembT^ Crcds, so™e*old union
pndThn' wSh next one actL°n at a timeand the world changes very slowly m response.

 m and frequent public transportsyste e don t need to earn the money to run a car.
£i»Wriin!h? ansure ^e distribution industries

thatLlxx^1 councils don't have to go to the expense of burying them in the ground.
Two campaigns which can, be run 1 ‘
ideriti

TI16 Green P3rty Conference
Green Perty Sells Out for Respectability
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it, we should 
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BOOK REVIEWS
■*55- ( (( H <4- 4 t

DEFENDING THE EARTH: DEBATE 
BETWEEN MURRAY BOOKCHIN AND 
DAVE FOREMAN. BLACK ROSE 
BOOKS. £7.95.
Called 'the great debate' by enviro- 
mental activists when Bookchin and 
Foreman met in debate for the first 
time. The book is divided into two 
halves. The first section covers 
common ground where both men 
criticise capitalism and support for the 
American wilderness. In Ecology And 
The Left, sugprisingly both men agree 
again with Foreman saying Earth First! 
was set up using the organising ideas 
of the Wobblies but critical of the 
Left s holier-than-thou attitudes, and 
Bookchin (an anarchist communist) 
pointing out that we can learn from 
people' like Kropotkin, GoodmarL 
Goldman et aL Radical Visions And 
Strategies is a very good criticism of 
the reformism of pressure group 
Greens being bought off with nothing 
gained and much lost and a clear call 
for direct action not just against earth 
rapers but in order to build up our 
own com munities. Racism And The 
Future Of The Movement is Foreman 
explaining a change of heart in his 
ideas of Third World aid and AIDS 
with Bookchin talking of building 
across racial barriers, citing the work 
of social ecologists with the Hispanic 
com tn unity in the East Eleventh Street 
movement in creating an ecological 
view in a city ghetto.
The second part is an essay each by 
Forreman ana Bookchin a year later. 
Foreman points out he has learned 
from Bookchin and Bookchin's is on 
the Greens not turning their backs on 
anarchism for ''the very notion of 
dominating nature has its rootp in the 
domination of human by human .
This book is very worthwhile and 
Greens and anarchists can learn from 
this and my own hope is we do. 
Bookchin in this is very readable and 
Foreman makes good criticism of 
reformism. A must tor everyone.
S WOOD

BENEATH THE WIDE WIDE HEAVEN. 
VIRAGO 1991. £7.99.
A collection of poems about our 
relationship to the enviro m ent, in the 
broadest sense. Poems by people like 
Walt Whitman, Robert Bly, Byron. 
Charlotte Bronte, Alice Walker ana 
Shelley, together with Esk- poetry 
and sections of the Old _ .jtamenL 
There is rather too much religious 
content for my own comfort, as well 
as the inevitable misogynistic 
implications of poets personifying 
Nature as feminine and hence/ as 
mysterious, threatening and pitiable. 
Tne poems ape fairly evenly /ividecl 
between men and women. The anger 
section is the best, featuring more 
recent poetry dealing with responses 
to the destruction of the enviroment: 
"pale monoculture sweating off rivers 
or filth" (Helen Dumore). The book is 
an interesting guide to the way our 
viewpoint of the enviroment has 
changed over the centuries. As the 
editors say, though, changing ones 
attitudes to the enviroment is not 
enough to improve the situation.
KEVIN

NEW MiAGS
<

REVOLUTIONS
GREEN REVOLUTION. £5/10 ISSUES 
FROM T BISHOP, P0 BOX 845, 
BRISTOL BS99 5HQ.
We’ve only seen the double-sided A3 
pilot issue that was handed out free 
at the Green Party Conference* but it 
looks like a zine eight times bagger is 
due by the end of 1^91.
Produced by dissenting ex/m embers of 
the Green Party, Green Revolution 
says that "consumer capitalism is 
destroying the Earth and that "the 
exploitation of the natural world is

intrinsically connected to the 
patriarchal abuse of human relation
ships". Mutual aid and grassroots 
activism are seen as more appropriate 
green revolutionary strategy than 
vanguards and Parlia m entariaius m.
The mag includes articles defending 
eco-defence and the revolution on the 
periphery going on in Bourgainvilla, 
Papua New Guinea and about a quarter 
of it consists of lists of activist 
contacts and resources.
GA welcomes Green Revolution as a 
valuable forum and urges readers not 
only to subscribe but to get the full- 
length version off the ground and into 
print!
PNR

J-
WARFARE. SSAE FROM LEAMINGTON 
SPA ANARCHIST COLLECTIVE, BOX 1, 
GAIA, 22 HIGH STREET CV31 1LW.
A sliort (6 page + enclosed leaflet) 
but regular newsletter produced by We 
Are Radical Fanatical Animal Rights 
Extremists. As well as attacking 
reformism and arguing forcefully for 
animal liberation By all means 
necessary, it includes comment on the 
Intifada, an appeal for the Salt well 
Animal Sanctuary, and lists GA as a 
contact. Well worth circulating.
PNR

OPEN EYE. £1.20 FROM BOOKMARKS, 
265 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD. FINSBURY 
PARK, LONDON N4 2DE. 40pp.
Readers of Lobster will find t/is glossy 
new publication a must - it s packed 
with exposes of covert operations from 
CIA drug running to the unwritten 
history of the Falklands War.
It's also good news for greens with 
articles on permaculture and the 
cancer business, and its editors are 
less sanguine about their anarchist/ 
pro-situ sympathies than Lobster s 
Steve Dorrfll and Robin Ramsey.
The sword is that it won’t be 
published that frequently, but keep an 
eye out for it when it is - well, wecll 
worth having.
PNR

BRITISH PRIDE. £1.75 FROM P.O.BOX 
126, KIDUNGTON 0X5 2ET.
A ’gay' magazine that says "people 
who cottage and are attacked, abused 
or murdered have only themselves to 
blame , that calls cottaging 'q putri^ 
thorn in the decent com munity s side 
and says of prostitution wealthy 
youngsters and filthy youngsters .all 
crowd the railings at Piccadilly 
Circus... These are the people whom it 
they catch a sinful dipease can only 
truly blame themselves . the magazine 
is a strange mixture of articles on 
Cambridge AIDS Helpline, articles 
attacking any deviation from straight 
respectability, and adverts for phone 
sex and masseurs. They claim to be a 
magazine for the ordinary gay person 
- but only masochists would find much 
entertainment in its pages. Is it a 
piss-take or something more sinister?
KCL
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